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Our vision is for Ireland
to be one of the best small
countries in the world in
which to grow up and raise a
family...
Where the rights of children
and young people are
respected, protected and
fulfilled.
Where their voices are heard
And, where they are
supported to realise their
maximum potential both now
and in the future.
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Forewords and Forethoughts
“We have to Aspire to Inspire before we Expire”.
Callum Harrison (18yrs)

I felt exhausted. The good kind, I was high on life. I had just returned from a trip to Italy, a youth exchange with a group
of the most crazy, complex, diverse people that I have ever met! The exchange was on “Sustainable Development”,
both personally and communally. It was inspiring having such a variety of cultures to learn from and to discuss
topical issues in your own country with.
Something important that I learned on this trip was, that to do what you can is enough. That to learn and raise
awareness is enough. To have a goal or even an idea with an aspiration to pursue, is enough. To strive for a goal and
to enjoy the process and learn from the process- not to just focus on the end result- is enough.
There’s so much confusion in every young person’s life about how and what they want and dream to become will
morph into a reality. So when I was talking to Michael McDermott (Community Development/Outreach worker) from
Moville District and Family Resource Centre, and he was telling me about the, “Walking Against The Wind” project”,
I was genuinely excited. It is an opportunity here and now for us to be able to get involved in our community and in
non-formal education and to allow young people a voice. An input into what the town can offer. To provide people
with the services to learn through experience, through action is something extremely important to me and I cannot
wait to work on this project with a new set of people who will teach me new ideas and perspectives on life while
doing something worthwhile! This project is a wonderful opportunity for so many here and hopefully will be the start
of a new and exciting journey.
Anna McLaughlin, (18yrs)
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A voice
King George: Éist liom, Éist liom!
Logue: Éist duit? Cén ceart? ...... Cén fáth ar chóir dom dramhaíl mo chuid ama Éisteacht?
King George; Mar go bhfuil mé feargach, toisc go bhfuil mé ceart éisteachta! Tá mé guth! Logue: Is ea. Sea, a
dhéanann tú.
An Urlabhra Kings: Conas a shábháil fear amháin an monarcacht na Breataine. Mark Logue (2010)

King George: Listen to me, Listen to me!
Logue: Listen to you? By what right?......Why should I waste My time Listening?
King George;: Because I’m angry, because I have a right to be heard! I have a voice!
Logue: Yes. Yes, you do.
The Kings Speech: How one man saved the British monarchy. Mark Logue (2010)

King George: Kuuntele, Kuuntele minua! Logue: kuunnella teitä? Millä oikeudella? ...... Miksi tuhlata aikaa
kuuntelu?
King George;: Koska olen vihainen, koska minulla on oikeus tulla kuulluksi! Olen ääni! Logue: Kyllä. Kyllä, et.
Kuninkaan puhe: Miten yksi mies pelasti Britannian kuningaskunta.

Mark Logue (2010)
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Preamble and Context
What is Youth?
Youth is a time of continuous discovery of life, of the world, of others and of ourselves. It is a time of openness to
the future and of great longing for happiness, friendship, sharing and truth, a time when we are moved by high ideals
and make great plans.
Walking against the Wind - The project:
It is essential as the author sets out on this journey of listening, hearing and congruently presenting the voices and
experiences of young people in East Inishowen that they introduce the project that is central to this evaluation and
research.
The programme, funded by Erasmus+, facilitated by their partners in Ireland, Leargas, grew from a visit by Michael
McDermott of Moville and Family District Resource Centre and young people from Moville and East Inishowen to a
youth gathering in Finland. The genus for this current pilot programme grew from those experiences and from the
knowledge of the level of investment, engagement and active participation that the young people’s counterparts
from Italy, Finland, Slovenia etc. had and made to their local and wider community.
Therefore this evaluation grew from a small seed but a large vision of a pan European approach to the physical,
emotional and social development of our rurally isolated youth. Consequently it is based upon what Hoikkiala (2016)
might refer to as a , “practice based approach” model, in terms of initial presentations and workshops in order to
gauge interest, followed by a short schools based questionnaire and reinforced by a questionnaire developed and
based upon responses from the original.
Funded by Erasmus +, central to the Walking against the Wind project was reciprocal visits from youth groups
from Finland to Moville and a visit from a small group of youth ambassadors from Moville to Finland. Those who
represented the East Inishowen group were part of the original presentations and workshops, the initial, secondary
questionnaires respondents and those who continued on the programme of leadership and community based
symposiums and discussion groups. They eventually were interviewed for their place on the trip after an exhaustive
programme of voluntary engagement.
Like Topsy’s hair, this evaluation has developed, deepened and grown and will, the author contends be of interest
not only for the outcomes of the project but mainly because of the authentic expressions of the young people who
contributed to its strength and veracity.
Results:
Results that come as a consequence of this evaluation are of importance due to the fact they come from those who
experience that sense of isolation and need, that sense of insular small town mentality and that silo effect of little
fiefdoms wherein those involved are neither willing nor able to relinquish their stranglehold on power and influence.
They seem closed to sharing the need for advocacy with younger people ergo ensuring that bright earnest voices
with the sap of youthful vision remain unheard whilst tired old models are pushed and tweaked with grownups
determining from their vantage point what future generations need.
There seems to be an aversion to hearing the experience of younger generations within rural Ireland and East
Inishowen is not different. Youth renews anew communities and environments, youth is a testament to need, want,
passion and vision. Youth is by nature political and youth have a valid and recognisable voice. The results that have
come from this evaluation may well, if taken in good spirit, inform those with responsibility for a vision for the future.
The government of the Republic of Ireland have indeed embraced such a responsive model. Very well, the results
herein may well be of benefit in any political consideration of the needs of rural and isolated youth. Therefore to
paraphrase, Shakespeare’s, Julius Caesar, “Friends, Countrymen and women, lend us your ears”
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Context
According to, An Roinn Leanai agus Gnothai Oige, (Department of Children and Youth Affairs), the State of Eire,
(Republic of Ireland) through Tusla, the Child and Family Agency, established in January 2014, has a responsibility to
provide services as diverse as child protection and welfare, family support services, education and welfare services,
domestic, sexual and gender based violence services. Pivotal to this extensive provision is the development and
improvement of the lives of all young people in the Republic of Ireland at an emotional, educational, physical, social
and mental level thus ensuring every opportunity is afforded to children and families ensuring a strong sense of
emotional health and well being.

Goals for Tusla

It is acknowledged that it is incumbent upon all agencies of the state to liaise with and through each other to provide
the most effective services in order to ensure the most effective and positive outcomes. Consequently these centre
upon a number of what has been termed Transformational.
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Goals
Support Parents
• Contemporary parenthood faces diverse pressures and challenges
•P
 rotecting children and supporting families are goals that must go hand in hand. Frances
Fitzgerald. TD minister of Children and Youth Affairs.
Earlier intervention and Prevention
• Supporting children’s early cognitive, social and emotional development to enhancing
school readiness.
• Generates longer term returns to the State and society. Frances Fitzgerald. TD minister of
children and youth Affairs
Listen to and involve children and young people
• A new youth strategy to address the changing needs and challenges facing both young
people in general and specific groups in particular and ensure an effective response to
these needs.
• The introduction of Children and Young Peoples Services Committees (CYPSC to include
young people aged between 18-24 as voice and representative.)To develop and implement
a 3 year plan for area and county
Ensure quality services
• Achievement will be based upon the provision of services with all agencies of the state to
liaise with and through each other to provide the most effective services in order to ensure
the most effective and positive outcomes.
• Services as diverse as child protection and welfare, family support services, education and
welfare services. Domestic, sexual and gender based violence services and pivotal to this
extensive provision is the development and improvement of the lives of all young people in
the Republic of Ireland at an emotional, educational, physical, social and mental level thus
ensuring every opportunity is afforded to children and families ensuring a strong sense of
emotional health and well being.
Strengthen Transitions
• Transitions will be measured at key developmental stages between child and adult services
• Young peoples prospects will have improved and the trend of significant outward emigration
stemmed through a coordinated programme supporting youth employment opportunities
Cross Government and inter-agency collaboration and coordination
• Substantial reform of public services resulting in improved implementation, greater crossgovernment collaboration and coordination.
• The state and its partners will work better together, plan service provision in a way that is
child centered.
10
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Further to these Transformational goals the Irish Government envisaged that the outcomes would witness.
• Greater emphasis in ensuring children and young people were more active and healthy
• That there would be a noticeable engagement and improvement witnessed in areas of learning and
development.
• That children and young people would experience a greater sense of safety and protection from harm.
• They would, as they grew and took their place in society enjoy a greater depth of opportunity coupled with
economic security.
• That they would in fact find themselves rooted in a depth of connectedness, experiencing and delivering
respect to the self and others and making an active and positive contribution to their lives and the lives of
their local and wider community and society as a whole.
Cited in Better outcomes, Brighter Futures- The national policy framework for children and young people 2014-2020
Consequently these were enshrined as the Five national Outcomes for Children and Young People in Ireland and are
as follows: Children and young people
1. Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental well-being.
2. Are achieving their full potential in all areas of learning and development.
3. Are safe and protected from harm.
4. Have economic security and opportunity.
5. Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
Pamphlet on Children’s and Young Peoples Services Committee
As acknowledged the Republic of Ireland has enshrined a number of rights and outcomes in relation to children
and young people. By these the state must measure their ambitions and vision for the youth of its future citizens
and the wellbeing and welfare of all children and young people within its borders and their consequent lives and
contribution to the world around them. The Stakeholders who informed Tuslas Corporate plan suggested that Tusla
as a national agency should also champion children, suggesting that the organisation has a pivotal role to play in
shaping the system an moving it toward a collective response. Further to this the plan suggests that respondents
viewed the formation of those workers who directly deliver services, such as those at Moville District and Family
Resource Centre hub, as an essential element of any engagement, that ultimately any services provided should,
‘make life better, safer and happier for children and young people’.
Tusla, An Ghniomhaireacht um Leanai agus an Teaghlach, Corporate Plan 2015-17
Walking against the Wind- A Response to a Challenge:
With a set resolve the development of Walking Against the Wind evolved through group discussion, identification
of need and a hunger to do something different, effective and long term in order that young people from East
Inishowen might become actively engaged and part of the process of developing their communities and districts
based on learning and experiences attained by their European experiences.
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So what then informs Walking against the Wind?
The Aim:
• To enable and empower young people from East Inishowen to actively engage at a local, regional, national
and European wide level in order to explore contributory factors to positive and personal growth and
development within a rurally isolated environment
The Objective:
• To assert an awareness within the participants of their rights, roles and responsibilities at a local, regional,
national and European level in order to promote and facilitate the following:
• Explore how Isolation in a Rural Environment affects the growth and Opportunity for development in young
people.
• Equity, diversity and opportunity.
• Promotion of fairness and community tolerance.
• Encouragement of personal, communal and universal potential of young people.
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Animis Opibusque Parati
Prepared in mind and resources:
The Long Term Vision
The aim of the process and project is to develop strategic European partnerships in order to promote international
placements and experiences for young people and encourage trans- mobility of youth in order to expand, thinking,
opportunity, vision and responsibility.
The Process:
• A series of preparatory research and information meetings with interested young people.
• 50+ young people will be actively involved at this stage of the process
• From this to develop a steering committee and their function will be two fold.
• This group will become an integral instrument and part of Moville Family Resource Centre’s Management
Committee. They will inform practice and address youth issues faced within the East Inishowen area.
Moville and District Family Resource Centre: A Brief History: the current resource centre grew from a need identified
by the members of the members of Moville and District Mental Health Association in 2002. They saw an urgent
need for the identification and development of pertinent services for families living in the local area. Consequently
Serenity House was established as a result of these deliberations and then in turn applied for a family resource and
learning centre. Permission was granted in October 2003 with a coordinator appointed the following year in 2004.
The administrators post was filled in November 2004.
With the need identified and the resource centre secured, it was decided in 2005 that it should become an independent
organisation and thus Moville and District Family Resource Centre was founded. Premises were identified and the
Resource Centre moved into its The Corn store, at Bath Lane Terrace. It has since moved location on two further
occasions and is now resident along the waterfront.
Moville and District Family Resource Centre - A natural hub:
The scope of the resource centre is spread across a wide geographic expanse centering upon East Inishowen
taking in Moville town, Quigley’s Point, Greeencastle and out to Culdaff. The geographic location is bordered by the
sea on three sides, with what can be termed a narrow land lock joining the region to the rest of County Donegal.
It is therefore quite isolated geographically and in its ability to access and resource major services necessary to
community growth and development. Moville and District Family Resource Centre is by it’s being and engagement
a hub for new and innovative programmes to engage the local and wider community and in particular the children
and young people of Moville, Greencastle, Muff, Carndonagh et al. It has since its inception developed a series of
challenging programmes and process to challenge and engage children and young people to take ownership of and
to participate in the decision making process that impact and affect them . The Hubs development officer, Michael
McDermott has been central to this development which occurs around need and employability with successful
parenting programmes, partnerships with local catering establishments in running recognized courses, leadership
courses for young people and the international dimension of working in and through Erasmus + to introduce young
people from East Inishowen to what their counterparts in Europe experience in similar geographic and numeric
environments. The Moville and District Family Resource Centre, through its staff, have proven to be a quiet and
effective revolutionary hub in protecting and pursuing the rights of children, young people and the wider populace
of East Inishowen.
The area is defined as an area of, “serious deprivation”, with its natural hinterland of County Derry historically
providing strong opportunities for employment and cross border trade. The region, therefore, has in recent years
suffered with a decline in employment opportunities in Derry and its surrounding county exacerbated by a knock on
effect on cross border trade.
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Traditional industries have declined dramatically, some almost becoming nonexistent. Industries such as fishing,
farming and clothing and textile have been severely and negatively impacted upon and nothing has emerged to
replace them or the jobs lost due to their decline.
The region has also suffered through selective immigration away from the areas to larger cities or other countries
by its younger population. Those who have returned now find themselves idle due to circumstance with a lack of
opportunity and income. Statutory agencies are facing a major challenge to deal with needs and wants and in terms
of education seem to be failing the accommodation of those who have sought a return to college or university as a
way of addressing the impact of unemployment and lack of opportunity.
East Inishowen
East Inishowen is a largely rural environment ( the author defines Rurality within the literature review of this report).
In terms of breakdown of populations it is as follows:
Population: 10,032 inhabitants
• Male: 5072 • Female: 4960
• Disabled; 476 people
• Households: 3561
• 2339 are between 30-44 years
• 2291 are between 45-64yrs
• 1185 are between 65 yrs and over.
In terms of the target population of this project and process, 1657 are between 16yrs and 29 yrs
Objectives of Moville and District Family Resource Centre
• Work with Families.
• Work with young people.
• Work with the community.
• Identify those within the community who would benefit from active participation in the process and programmes
of Moville and District Family Resource Centre (MDFRC).
• Enable them to identify, needs, aims objective and goals.
• Identify programmes that will enable these aspirations to be met effectively and successfully.
• Provide such opportunities to the local and wider community.
• Provide access to services and information for local and wider community.
• Access funding for programmes and courses and pertinent services to engage and develop local, individual and
community identity.
• Encourage participant to take ownership and leadership of the resource process.
• Encourage local community members to become involved In the running and management of the resource centre.
• Develop and identify skills within the staff/Facilitators/ volunteers teams within the centre.
• Actively network with statutory, voluntary, community organisations and activists to ensure authentic identification
of need and active pursuance in meeting said need.
• Act as an effective and vocal advocate for community on pertinent and urgent issues of concern.
• Provide an effective counselling service.
Active Participation and Youth Engagement- the challenge:
“The active participation of young people in decisions and actions at a local and regional level is essential if we are
to build more democratic, inclusive and prosperous societies.
Council of Europe Statement: 2003
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This is an area where the MDFRC, as a central hub within East Inishowen, under the guidance and vision of Mr.
Michael McDermott are making quite an investment, as indicated earlier. This has many positives and is an area
where the genuine investment, engagement and intercourse employed and pursued by Michael and his team of
volunteers and participants could create an explosion of community empowerment in and through the youth
of East Inishowen through projects such as Walking against the Wind that in turn, that will permit transnational
opportunities to realise personal development and growth and ownership among young people who, in the last
analysis, are necessary to the growth and development of any viable community.
Youth participation is vital to their own and the communities future wellbeing and if they can be channelled
and challenged by their experience in other partner countries and organisations they may in fact bring not only
commitment and physical presence to East Inishowen but a fresh and vibrant vision that may very well kick start
the sluggish socio- economic environment that currently exists.
Children and young people’s participation in decision-making has been shown to be beneficial in many ways. The
benefits include improving the quality of service provision, increasing children’s sense of ownership and belonging,
increasing self-esteem, increasing empathy and responsibility, laying the ground work for citizenship and democratic
participation, thus helping to safeguard and strengthen democracy. (Adams and Ingham, 1998)
Participation of young people leads to a more accurate and relevant decision-making process for the child or young
person and therefore, improves the quality of decision-making for the organisation. Organisations can become
more efficient and effective in meeting the needs of young people; if they listen to the people they work with.
Again, in conversation with young people, funding emerged as a major issue among young people, lack of resources
impacted on the capacity to offer and develop amenities and services aimed exclusively at teenagers and young
people. Whilst community activists strive to identify and source funding they are hampered by the struggle to
identify and address real and present needs among all age groups and in particular among the young.
Development of programmes has occurred and continues to be pursued particularly under the auspices of the
outreach worker, Michael Mc Dermott. He, along with others in the local community have sought to offer what
may be termed alternative social outlets to children, teenagers and young adults that move them away from the
alcohol and drug subculture. There is a clear and present need for further development of the young persons’ place
in the decision making process, with a greater engagement with all sections and age groups present within the
community.
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Chapter One: Research
Literature Review:
Beginning the Process: engaging with the human rights of young people.

“If the real work is to stay together then we are the best and
only resource to move into this future”. Wheatley.
1.1 Introduction:
Young people living in rural areas have been largely neglected by services and access to opportunities to grow,
develop and engage have been limited and impacted upon by lack of effective infrastructure, investment and
attention. In the island of Ireland their needs have been assumed to be identical to those of their urban counterparts
and whilst this may be arguable the chasm of investment between large populace cities and towns and smaller rural
communities might be termed a national scandal.
For the purposes of this review and audit the author will consider and present definitions of the key areas and
terms particular to this work. Throughout the review the author will consider and explore the concepts of youth
engagement, participation, isolation and need, their defining factors and will evaluate their impact on rural youth
and their environment.
The author primarily will consider and evaluate the current Walking against the Wind project being facilitated
by Michael McDermott, the staff and youth volunteers of Moville Family and District Resource Centre. Such an
evaluation is central to the research, its findings and recommendations.
It is the intent of the author to explore, consider and discuss the perceived comparisons and contrasts between
rural and urban environment. Further to this the author will consider the needs of young people living in rural
settings and the consequences of such definitions on their needs and aspirations.
1.2 Youth Work Defined:
To assist the author it is important to define and consider youth work within the Island of Ireland, community
development practice and process, their inherent and stated values and aims, whilst considering the particular
importance of promoting and encouraging participation of young people, especially those who find themselves
isolated and marginalised simply through living within access deprived areas.
The author will consider and discuss the value of rural outreach work and on from this authoritative research
completed and recorded by recognized authors, theorists and practitioners.
According to Smith (1988:51) in defining youth work it may be helpful to consider it as taking different forms rather
then envisioning it as a single youth work with commonly agreed statistics. It is though, possible, to identify key
dimensions that to varying and differing degrees have been present in, what Doyle and Smith term, ‘the central
discourses of practice since the 1900’s’.
Identified dimensions are considered to be the focus on young people. Youth work is an age specific activity and
according to Jeff’s (2001:156) its practitioners claim a level of expertise in making sense of the experiences of
youth and being able to work with young people. (Jeff’s:2001:156). There is no doubt, Jeffs and Smith would argue,
in that many young people view their experiences as being different to other age groups. (Jeffs and Smith 2001).
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1.3 Rurality Defined
In order to consider young people and their value within the rural environment it would be important to define for the
purpose of the evaluation. What is meant by rural?
The author has settled upon the definition furnished by the Scottish government urban rural classification from
2007/2008. Rural is defined as settlements with population of less than 3,000. It further breaks down the definition
into remote rural and accessible rural. It determines remote to mean settlements of less than 3,000 within a drive
time of over 30 minutes to a settlement with a population of 10,000 or more. The definition offered for accessible
rural is identical to that offered by remote.
According to the national statistics office, urban, in contrast to rural is defined by settlements with a population
of 10,000 or more. Urban is further defined in the business dictionary as built up populated areas that include
municipality.
Life for rural youth is frequently portrayed as having either distinct advantages, or else distinct disadvantages,
which are widely supposed to have implications for young people’s sense of self, and their well-being. The research
evidence to substantiate such claims has been incomplete, however, often failing to communicate young peoples
perspectives on their social worlds, and recent studies (e.g. Matthews et al., 2000; Ni Laoire, 2000; Jamieson, 2000
cited in Glendinning 2003) have asked to what extent representations of rural youth lifestyles, viewed, for example,
as isolating, limiting and socially exclusive, or else, as healthy, idyllic and socially inclusive, square with young
people’s own detailed accounts.
To what extent does life in rural areas affect how young people feel about themselves and how are those feelings
bound up with the young people’s social worlds and their community life, beyond concerns about socio-economic
factors and constraints?
1.4. The Isolated Youth.
Contemporary research in Europe, Ireland and the UK would suggest that life is problematic for young people who
live in rural areas. Certainly, according to, (Shucksmith, Chapman and Clark (1996), cited in Glendinning 2003)
who identified a lack of youth employment options, including the quality of employment, as a key concern for rural
communities in rural Scotland.
Shucksmith (2000) as cited in Glendinning (2003 ) reviewed four studies, as part of a programme of research on
social inclusion in rural areas with remits to inform policy on youth transitions (Pavis, Platt and Hubbard, 2000),
unemployment, (Cartmel and Furlong 2000), housing, (Rugg and Jones, 1999) and transport (Storey and Brannen
2000). For Shucksmith, one important conclusion was that rural youth lack a ‘voice’ in their home communities and
that they are disengaged from local consultation structures.
Young people have a significant role to play and investment to make, in developing healthy and sustainable rural
communities. It has a key contribution to make to the development of young people living in rural areas of Ireland.
1.5. Social Research
The basic purpose of an evaluation report, article or research is to make available all the information about any
project. Similarly, to critique an evaluation report is to verify that all the given facts and figures are correct. An
effective critique guarantees the success of that specific project as it not only evaluates the progress but also
suggests the suitable directions.
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This analysis should be objective, organised, thoughtful and constructive. If there is any deficiency then it should
be mentioned in a way which is acceptable and motivating. You should keep in mind that an effective critique is one
that is covering all the aspects of the under discussion report.
How we define what constitutes research, what elements then coalesce to make it social and in what way does the
political element seep and weave through research and subsequently inform and influence the terms of reference
for such research.
The author concurs with the observations of Burton and Bartlett in citing Oliver, research seeks to produce an
accurate description of a place or social situation. (2009:2) By its nature research seeks to influence and inform
and to contribute for as they posit the opinion that research, “takes the key features of that description and tries to
understand why they exist.” Ibid.
Further to this is the consideration that any social research is influenced by human decision making processes
and is predicated upon an identified need that bears evaluation through a research based model, then there is
an immediate pressure to balance out the research themes and considerations with the expectations of the
commissioning body and the authors emphasis and influence upon the research.
The purpose of this analysis and audit centred upon engagement with and the authentic voices of young people
being documented in order to prepare a comprehensive document of the needs, wants, aspirations of youth within
East Inishowen and a discussion of current services being offered for young people in the local areas identified. In
doing so the agreed aims of the evaluation remained focused upon the following areas of competence. It is further
to consider the outcomes of Walking against the Wind as an organic and effective project. Therefore it is incumbent
upon the author to carry out the following:
• To analyse the project.
• To look at partnerships.
• To consider sustainability.
• To consider legacy.
From this project of engagement, the author, in collaboration with young people from all districts of East Inishowen
and in conjunction with Michael McDermott and the staff of Moville and District,Family Resource Centre undertook
the realise the following.
• Identity and ownership among young people.
• Training and development.
• Integrated involvement within a development process.
• Resilience of practice and sustaining of development.
• Perpetuating connected relationships.
• Volunteer involvement and participation.
• Female and ethnic Involvement and Participation.
• To develop corridors of opportunity for young people in order to experience new cultures at a Trans global level and
to bring that experience and learning back to their own local and wider community.
• To create the opportunity of leadership roles within local and statutory bodies that their voice might be heard and
acknowledged.
One’s initial research and investigations examined, explored and discussed the neglect clearly faced by young
people living in isolated rural and neglected communities and the consequences of their experience of a neglect of
a youth service or any real sense of community engagement by and with them and how, that in the past has failed
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to adequately address or meet their needs, wants and importantly, their ambitions and aspirations for an engaged
and active future.
On from this the author will indicate from their perspective how isolation and lack of services and access to
services affect the daily lives and the ability of these young people to grow and develop at a personal, emotional and
communal level and how this further impinges their ability to access the strata of opportunity that is, theoretically
open to them.
The author is strongly of the belief that critical to the success of the above is a perceived sense of belonging
and connection to others. The author has viewed this as a basic psychological need and fundamental human
motivation and applied the position as observed by Nicol and others such as (Baumeister and Leary, 1995; Deci et
al., 1991 cited Chipuer 2002), when these needs are met, positive outcomes result; when these needs are frustrated,
individuals experience negative outcomes such as emotional distress, psychopathology, increased stress and
increased health problems.
It has long been the authors contention and belief within his practice that the following are central to and nonnegotiable in affecting healthy growth and development in any young person.
For anyone to be psychologically and physically healthy on an ongoing basis, there are a set of requirements that
must be built into their experience and life.
There is a need to give and receive attention, a need for meaning, purpose and goals and further to this to recognise
and acknowledge a connection to something greater than ourselves.
Central to this is of course the family environment, the first community environment that children and young people
experience, which ideally must be stable and must encourage and enable growth, intimacy and connection, creativity
and stimulation coupled with a sense of control. This must be, rounded off with a very real and tangible sense of
safety and security. On every occasion the author presents this as a non-negotiable premise in any position they
take in assessment of need for a client. Consequently they continue to pursue such a premise herein.
The author further considers risk, the mental and emotional health and wellbeing of young people and the
opportunity to move beyond borders that impinge on personal, development, emotional growth, educational and
active experience of other societies and cultures.
1.6. The Educational Value of Travel:
It is true to say that this world has shrank; it is not the aim of this author in their reflections to create a global
panic but in terms of communication, speedier transport, open access to travel, access to personal computers
and international cooperation this world has indeed shrunk and as it has done so the bonds that hold it have
tightened into a more fluid and enfranchising experience. This in itself demands of us a greater sense of openness,
engagement and involvement coupled with a more personal and collective degree of responsibility and care for the
global village called Earth. Consequently, in turn, this shapes a responsibility to inform, to educate ourselves and
others and to learn about the common human family across the borders of land, culture, belief and way of life.
Therefore it is true to acknowledge in our twenty first century experience, travel and in particular the international
student placement, which is the focus of this research, opens up the student to the possibility of new perspectives
of opportunities that will create an awareness thus hopefully allowing for a more concrete sense of personal
development. It is hoped that as this process deepens and progresses it will permit the student a very real sense
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of appraising their own practice at both a professional and personal level. Button, Green et al 2005. The author
concurs with the observation posited by Button, Green et al that the international placement permits a congruent
perspective and consideration of cultural issues thus enabling the primary influence and effect of the placement
upon the student’s personal development and the adoption of practices across a Trans cultural process of adoption.
Therefore, from the dawn of ability until now, humanity has travelled and whether peacefully or forcefully come to
new places and peoples, lived with them, acculturated into their societies and beliefs or enforced their own upon
them. To seek the newer world and to satisfy a hunger and a curiosity humanity has often set sail to that which is
different and has revisited it upon their own states and cultures where assimilation and acceptance has eventually
occurred toward , ‘the different’, and has revisited it upon their own states and cultures where assimilation and
acceptance has eventually occurred toward, ‘the different’!
1.7.The Grand Tour and the Expedition:
As centuries have passed and travel has evolved into a process of wonder, education and learning some phrases
have come to encapsulate the value and meaning of the experience abroad. The seventeenth and eighteenth
century saw the evolution of the Grand Tour a peculiarly British institution that saw the rich and titled travel abroad
and return home after a long and languid expedition through the capitals of the continent of Europe and beyond,
influenced by the writing, philosophy, culture and architecture and practices which they then adapted and introduced
at a national level into their companies, businesses, practices and then at a local, personal level into their homes
and communities. For Allison and Von Wald (2010) the practice of travel and more overtly expedition becomes a
more explicitly educational tool in the early 1930’s in the United Kingdom and was sponsored by the Public Schools
Exploring Society. What began centuries earlier as the exclusive purview of the rich and titled has evolved by the
1930’s into an educational expedition to Finland open to public schools that sought to benefit, educate and develop
the lives of the young people who took part. Allison & Von Wald (2010:219). Such travels and expeditions have ,
although not exclusively, remained, in real terms, the purview of the young and the restlessly inquisitive who seek
those experiences that will challenge their status quo and that offer adventure and opportunity to live outside their
comfortable existence in a community and society that they know. Ibid.
For Allison and Von Wald (2010), “the notion of expedition conjures up images of exploration and adventure, unfamiliar
cultures of wild places, challenge and achievement … in radically different situations, with new challenges”. ibid.
1.8. The International Student Placement:
“We are trying to learn new thinking… but the craft of the hand is richer than we commonly imagine. The hand does
not only grasp or catch or push and pull. The hand reaches and extends, receives and welcomes….and receives
its own welcome in the hands of others. The hand designs and signs. A gesture meant to carry us into the great
oneness”. M. Heidegger.
In real terms the international student placement offers that same sense of excitement of the new and unknown
that propels the willing student toward that sense of exploration and challenge in new environments and cultures
across different continents and spheres of practice. This is indeed the aspiration for those who engage within
the Walking against the Wind project and lies at the heart of its very inception: it is hoped that in doing so, the
young person will return home, questioning, challenging, demanding and enlightening others to what is available
elsewhere and challenge them to demand its provision at home.
As acknowledged by Morgan in her article on the international placement in community youth work training, the
community Youth work department within the University of Ulster has, for many years recognised the value of such
placements and subsequently they have been incorporated within their programme effectively and successfully
for many years. Currently, according to the universities own figures over 48% of the universities full and part time
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courses incorporate the option for such a placement within their programmes. As highlighted by Morgan, for all
students within the community youth work degree programmes there is a requirement that all aspirants participate
and complete three, full-time ten week placements over the course of their programme. The premise of such
placements lies within the belief that they will assist in the professional development and training of all students
within the degree programme.
To ensure a full spectrum of experience and opportunity for development there are two in-situ placement the
first and third occurring within their own organisations generic sphere of practice or engagement whether that
programme be centred or programme based practice. The second is ex-situ and normally occurs in an organisation
or environment outside of their generic sphere and community of practice and can occur outside their home nation.
The rationale for an international placement, Morgan observed, was to open up practice opportunities away from,
what the community youth work department, accepted at the time, was an overtly sectarian environment within
Northern Ireland. It would permit the student to develop an understanding of youth work in what Morgan contends,
would be, ‘ a broader societal framework’; further to this the opportunity for the students own growth, development
and the chance to take advantage of the networking possibilities such a placement would open to them.
Importantly for the author and in relation to the Walking against the Wind project, these placements have enabled
young people to enhance their own personal awareness and to develop their professional competence and practice,
informed as it was by their own immersion in the processes embedded within the practice of their host nation and
organisation. Consequently the author asserts, such a engagement among the young people of East Inishowen,
traversing the initial path between there and Finland and hopefully soon a triangulated corridor of Ireland, Finland
and Spain might lead to a maturation of understanding that would ultimately lead to a real and active development
of knowledge and skills that evidence a congruent sense of the value of trans cultural awareness and responsibility
in the pursuance of equity , diversity and unconditional acceptance and regard of and for the other.
In doing so it was the aim that the young person would, informed by such an experience and with a developed level
of intercultural competence of practice, bring back this learning to their own personal and professional engagement
at home and within their wider community and society.
As Nilson (2003) observed such intercultural competence opens up the possibility to develop ones own
broadmindedness, understanding, empathy in relation to others in terms of their culture, value, accepted way of life
and what then defines the understanding of what constitutes racism.
In terms of an Irish context such a competence could only bring value and openness to a truly congruent practice
that would benefit the local and wider sphere and practice and engagement.
1.9. The Global Citizen:
It is no surprise then that today’s insatiably curious young people seek to go beyond that which they know in order
to learn and deepen their own development by heading into other cultures and continents to open themselves in
order to learn new and different ways to practice and contribute to their own community and wider society. Indeed
as Bourn observes, they have become global citizens who fulfil their individual potential and roles influenced and
informed by a wider global understanding and perspective. They travel, communicate, absorb and allow their new
awareness to inform them as people and professional practitioners. Central to any placement or experience is
the viewpoint, whether it is the viewpoint of the young person engaging or the other(s) with which they engage.
Openness to the new and innovative calls for courage and vision and the benefit of such openness must also come
into play.
1.10. Placement as an awakening
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As stated earlier the very real consequences and lessons sought by partaking and participating in an international
student placement is the awakening of the student’s sense of self and their responsibility to the other. In a very real
way the placement seeks to embed an awareness of the wider world perspective and in doing so offers an insight to
the particular nature of that perspective within an environment accessible to the placement participant, in this case
the practice of community youth work within the confines of another country and culture. The placement in reality
is a gauntlet that challenges them to be open to a sense of their own responsibility , a greater awareness of the
international issues around that sense of social justice that coalesces around community youth work practice at
home and abroad. As suggested earlier this experience may very well be the first time their eyes are open to how the
world as whole works, taking them away from the silos of experience that they know within their local community
environment. It opens them to the range of interventions and practices that are to be found in other places and in
doing so the placement in a very real and present way may challenges their prejudices, perceptions and personal
values. The range of work and possible experiences available to the young person on the international placement
may not be readily available to them in their home environments.
In conclusion and as alluded to above, there are many benefits to engaging in an international placement for any
and all young people; included among these benefits is the opportunity to live within a community blended by a
reality of cultural diversity and to learn from this.
Acknowledgement of differences can witness the young person move easily and acculturate freely in the life of the
host community and thus challenge their own sense of difference and challenge their personal and professional
development enabling their growth as a global citizen and effective practitioner. For in participating in an international
placement that by its very nature inures participation and encourages cross cultural and international sharing and
cooperation, it is important as Bourn suggests that, unless the participant can identify and fulfil a recognised and
identified role for themselves, there is a real danger of disillusionment and the risk of disenfranchisement ; should
this occur , having encouraged the person to value their place in an international approach and learning subsequent
to this they may end up wholly aware and yet frustrated in their inability to contribute to a real and active solution
to the issues.
1.11.Experiential Learning
“As we are, such are the times.” Saint Augustine of Hippo
There is no doubt that experiential learning is central to youth development; for example, youth workers draw on the
own experiential learning processes to develop programmes and projects that will assist youth development. The
starting point for such experiential learning/development is often but not exclusively based on the young people’s
needs reflected by and in their ‘lived lives’.
Experiential learning has its roots in the work of those preeminent education theorists Dewey and Piaget. It is often
referred to as, ‘ learning by doing’ and enables individuals to cope with change and lifelong learning, as Davies
observes in his work, Experienced based Learning Within the Curriculum (2003). Davies disputes this as indeed
he disputes the axiom that it is ‘learning by thinking’, for Davies postulates that the, “crucial feature of experiential
learning is the structure ...within which learning-including learning how to become an independent learner” (2003:9)
For Davies therefore Experiential learning, like the ebb and flow of a tide involves what is viewed as, “integration and
alternation of thinking and doing”. Ibid.
By this process the individual can learn, develop confidence, evidence ability and progress. Davies (2003)
This is to be found within learning cycles, such as that of Kolb, Tyler, Wheeler et al to be found presented within
Davies hypothesis. Let us take Kolb for example. His learning cycle is related as follows.
This is a model related in particular to Jean Piagets approach to learning and cognition and further to Lewin and
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Action research and indeed to Dewey. Davies (2003).
Like Kolb, Tyler has a four stage cycle, whereas Wheeler works from the process of, Aims, goals and objectives,
Selection of Learning Experiences, Selection of content, Organisation/Integration of Learning experiences and
content and organisation and Integration of Learning Experiences and Content, a five stage cycle.
What all the cycles have in common is their open endedness, the cycle as Davies observes, “is not closed”. Davies
(2003:12)
Of course there has not been an original thought in centuries so you will of course observe that any of the models,
have as their basis the Aristotelian approach E, U, J, D.
This model is basic but yet complicated, it sets out a structure that is logical and evident as presented below:
E represents Experience		- the experience, positive or negative lies at the root and is pivotal to the logical
narrative that the individual will engage in, whether that narrative be internal or
external in relation to fellow participants.
U represents Understand	- to understand the experience it must be observed and from a distance be
reflected upon. In this way value and lessons may be drawn from the experience
the participant has enjoyed or endured as the case may be.
J representing 			Judgement is the logical consequence of Understanding: we judge what we know;
indeed we judge what we do not know. Judgement may be knee jerk, it may be
considered, it may be measured. Judgement may be swift or delivered at leisure.
Judgement is a consequence of Experience and Understanding. The positivity
or negativity of judgement is based upon the level of positivity or negativity
experienced by the participant. This may then colour how the participant may or
may not engage in future programmes and projects.
D represents 			Decision making and clearly all of the above dove tail into any decision making
process undertaken by the participant.
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Aristotle:
A simple, safe self-explanatory model as easy to follow as ABCD!
Experiential learning is therefore a central tenet of informal educative practice and differentiates it from the formal
system in that the learning, as practiced through the process-driven youth development core, is based on ‘real’
issues that affect young people. These tend to be important to young people but may not be relevant in the formal
school sector which is primarily based on a prescribed curriculum often unrelated to real life and based on cognitive
development around subjects. Brew (1993 cited in Boud, Cohen and Walker, Using experience for learning. 1993
OUP) observes that learning is presumed to be cumulative and knowledge incremental. She states, “There are two
conceptions of knowledge contained here. One is the idea that knowing as a quantity. We get more ideas as we
proceed. The other sees knowledge as a quality of perception or our way of making sense of phenomena.” (Brew.
1993:87)
As observed by Gallagher and Morgan(2013), “There is no point, raising self-awareness in young people if it does
not bleed into a balanced and considered strategic plan that enhances the lives of those young people marginalised
to the edges of community and society”.
They go on to assert that human rights, if they are to be used wisely and inform young people, need to be understood,
decimated and considered by young people, who, we would argue have to see the benefits of such rights in their
lives. Living, for example, in poverty, deprivation and violent communities, Gallagher and Morgan suggest, will not
change due to the presence of a charter for human rights, without cognizance of how this piece of paper impacts
on the lives of young people and how they see their lives. Suffice to say that youth workers are, at least at the coal
face with marginalised young people implementing, intuitively and organically many de facto human rights. (2013)
As outlined within the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, rights coalesce around civil, social, political, economic
rights and communities responsibilities. Further to this the National Occupation Standards of 2008 for youth work
calibrate with many of these macro universal rights. According to Beck and Purcell, (2010:49), the key purpose
of such occupational standards is “to enable people to develop holistically, working with them to facilitate their
personal, social and educational development, to enable them to develop their voice, influence and place in society
and to reach their full potential.”
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Here Brew, cited in Gallagher and Morgan’s unpublished, A Practical Model for Youth Work Practice; Unpicking the
Epistemology:, refers to learning that indicates that new experiences transform learning into something else (p88)
and further to this that the presumption that learning gets more and more difficult as you proceed (p89) and that
wisdom is thought to come from experience, i.e. the assumption is often that it is the accumulation of experiences
which lead to or parallels the accumulation of knowledge (p89). Brew is, they contend, referring to learning that
is both relevant and related to the needs of people’s lives rather than the formal interpretation of subject-based
curriculum-driven knowledge. The latter is of course knowledge we gain through evidence in examinations and
course work but the former is nevertheless just as important, and for some marginalized youth, of more value and
import. Brew (1993:90) takes this a step further stating, “For example, in its emphasis on detached impersonal
knowledge, traditional academic inquiry de-emphasises’ the role and value of human subjective experience. Indeed,
even within the human sciences such as sociology or psychology, the emphasis on objectivity means that selfknowledge is excluded.”
1.12.Model of Intervention:
“If we are always arriving and departing, it is also true that we are eternally anchored. One’s destination is never a
place but rather a new way of looking at things.” Henry Miller
A Youth Work Model: Gallagher and Morgan

The model clearly separates the core from the more tangible other facets of youth work practice, purely for illustrative
purposes. However, the authors who developed this model, firmly believe that the core is central and youth work
intervention and practice and tips the scales of learning towards the individual. They further contend that this core,
while intrinsically informal in shape and approach, is nevertheless an effective learning process that often leads to
the other elements, i.e. non-formal learning; accredited programmes and individual engagement
In this Core informal world, has as much credibility and currency as that of the formal system. It should be noted,
that the three columns beside the Core are not de facto endorsing a more formal approach to learning, they are
acknowledging that non-formal and formal approaches to learning can be enhanced when a stronger core has been
established in some young people.
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1.13.The nature of learning in the Core:
The Core:
The model suggests that young people need to go through a core that develops their social and personal development
based on the concepts alluded to above. However, the authors acknowledged that youth work practice sometimes
draws on other approaches, e.g. solution-focused work etc. It is for the professional youth worker to ‘fit’ their
approach into this model.

Part A of the core:
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This is the first point of contact between the youth worker [the adult] and young people. This is an ‘intentional’ part
of the process normally involving something that the young people like doing, ‘a hook’ to engage them, so to speak.
So running a football tournament for young boys for example, might be a starting point. Having a youth club for
young people to come into in terms of developing association is another part A approach as is identifying young
women who might want to engage in beauty therapy programmes for example or have a relaxed place in which to
share time and experiences together.
Part A of the core is non-measurable and relates to the need for adults to engage with young people using whatever
means are necessary to create this starting point for relationship.
• The foundation for youth work practice is the relationship between the adult and the young person. The
base for future development is being shaped. There is ‘intentionality’ about the relationship.
• Contact cannot be assumed as evidenced when youth workers have to do detached and outreach work.

Part B of the core:

As you will have noticed Part B is slightly ‘fatter’ denoting the expansion and development of the core for the
development of young people. This part reflects a stronger bond or relationship between the adult [the youth worker]
and the young person.
As outlined by Gallagher and Morgan (2012) relationships are the primary building block for future development
and trust building and strengthening the base. Again at this stage measurement is optional and the building of
relationships takes precedent over the need for measurement. However, most youth workers will evaluate this
aspect of their work and should keep confidential files to show engagement and progress, irrespective of perceived
importance, e.g. a young person said ‘hello’ today for the first time etc. etc. Thus the core is strengthened and
resembling the metaphor of ‘scaffolding’ as espoused by Vygotsky in his work, Mind in Society (1978).
The youth worker listens to and develops programmes and interventions around ‘real life’ issues that come from
engagement with the young people, e.g. Understanding their lives, confidence building, self-esteem etc. etc.
• It is at B that we begin to see signs of a quasi-Steiner approach to learning, e.g. creativity, activity, developing
the individual in society, inclusion, age-appropriate etc
• The relationship is beginning to reap rewards as the trust between the youth worker and young person
builds.
• The young person will begin to believe that the youth worker is interested in them and the relationship
grows.

Part C of the core:
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Again the core develops, deepens and is consequently getting stronger; as the youth worker enables and empowers
the building and growth of the resilience, coping skills, knowledge base of the young people. The young person is
taking more responsibility for their actions and getting involved in senior role in the youth club or taking the initiative
or leadership role in a project. This part is a progression from Parts A and B and builds upon the opportunity [part
A] for engagement and association and relationship building [part B] that are created intentionally in the youth work
process.
Measurement in this part is related to the input from others that help strengthen the knowledge and understanding
of personal and social issues that are ‘real’ for those young people taking part in the youth work experience. The
base is getting stronger as the self-awareness of the young people is developed through reflective experiences.
This enables a personal and social growth permitting sustained and recognizable change at a personal and social
level of engagement, practice for the young person. Ownership and a sense of responsibility begin to take root
and inform the life of the young person in question. As Huxley observes, “Experience is a matter of sensibility and
intuition, of seeing, and hearing the significant thing, of paying attention at the right moments, of understanding and
coordinating. Experience is not what happens to a person; it is what a person does with what happens to them.”
•T
 he youth worker gives the young person more responsibility and introduces self-awareness and
responsibility. Like Steiner educationalists the youth workers have to rely on continuity between worker and
young person; creativity shared and developed through partnerships and ownership; continued activities
that interest young people; age specific; some individualized learning approaches; the development of
projects that highlight young peoples’ involvement which are celebrated publicly and other quasi-Steiner
approaches to learning.

Part D of the core:

The young person is coming to the end of his/her engagement with adults and youth workers. They have been
exposed to a variety of social and personal experiences that have built their self-awareness, resilience, coping skills,
understanding, knowledge and enhanced their learning and ability to make decisions that will lead to independence.
On and from this base young people can be expected to place hitherto problems that have been hindering their
progress, e.g. returning to schooling in either their school or elsewhere. It might be the starting point for building
relationships with family and parents or dealing with more demanding issues such as emotional difficulties or
depression etc.
• The youth work is focused on coping mechanisms and facilitating the development of resilience, coping and
increased self-awareness in young people.
• Young people assume responsible positions in relation to work and their peers, e.g. joining the management
committee or taking the lead within a project for example.
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• Young people continue to engage in some youth work project but at a level of ‘leadership’ and ‘management’. This
allows the young people to develop skills in a safe and supervised context.
• The young people continue to be exposed to fundamental youth work practices but with a more developmental
process involved so that they are moving towards independence through the conscious development of transferable
skills and increased self-awareness.
THE MODEL CONTINUES.
This is only 50% of the model. For many young people progress through life they have stable and supportive families
that enhance their life chances. Those who come into contact with youth workers are often the opposite. The need
to develop this core is central to the development of young peoples’ lives. We cannot assume [as was discussed at
length by Gallagher and Morgan 2012) that marginalised young people can take an active part in civil life without their
‘core’ being strengthened. Not only is this a challenge for the youth work profession but it is also worth considering
in the school system. Without the development of this core young people will not and cannot benefit from a formal
prescriptive curriculum driven education system that presuppose they have the core resilience, support, capacity,
knowledge to benefit from what the formal sector has to offer.
1.14. The Value of this Research:
The author therefore acknowledges that within Social Science there is a history of research of a, sometimes,
polarised debate about the value of quantitative versus qualitative methods (Kohler-Reissman, 1993; Dean & Fenby,
1989). It is clear that during the past number of years there has been a shift and a greater attention paid to narrative
studies, interpretive work and the analysis of discourse.
Contained within these pages is an overview and consideration of the experiences, thoughts and aspirations of
young people from East Inishowen; further to this a consideration of programmes and services utilised to develop
and build the awareness, skills and capabilities among communities, young people and families who engage with
the services offered by them. This overview is built upon a qualitative and quantitative study into the impact of
the various programmes and services offered by Moville Family Resource Centre and other pertinent bodies and
organisations within the areas and communities within the districts contained within East Inishowen.
The author maintains that their current process of engagement is evidenced by semi structured interviews and
group discussions, carried out with management committee and staff both permanent, part time sessional and
voluntary, peer leaders and young people and discussions with interested parties and partners. This coupled with
desk research has enabled the author to build up a clear and relevant approach and picture of development and
progress since our last report that will permit us to submit a current and congruent report. The author will elaborate
further on this within the methodology contained within the audit and evaluation.
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Chapter Two: Methodology
“It is not you who chooses the research question but the
research question chooses you- invariably the research
question is deeply personal in origin”. Hiler, D. (2002)
2:1 Introduction
The purpose of this study, as stated in the literature review section of this work, was to explore, consider, listen, hear
and congruently present the voices and experiences of young people in East Inishowen. Further to this the author
would consider the needs of young people living in isolated rural settings and the consequences of young people’s
experience of the impact of statutory and communal neglect in meeting their needs and aspirations. The author
would consider and evaluate the Walking Against the Wind project and how experience of this programme might
positively impact and affect the daily lives and development of young people within rural areas and their ability
to participate effectively over all the strata of opportunity that theoretically lie open to them for their growth and
development.
This chapter informs the study by offering the reader a concise overview of what research is and how we seek to
define it; further to this, the author sought to develop his knowledge and awareness of what methods of research
were available to him and made decisions based upon those that would best serve the purpose of the research.
2:2 Mixed Method / Multi-Method Approach
The author chose to pursue a multi-layered, multi-method approach encapsulating both Quantitative and
Qualitative data. Simply put, “Quantitative research is empirical research where the data form is in the form of
numbers. Qualitative research is empirical research where data are not in the form of numbers” (Punch 2005:3).
Clearly the use of more than one method offers advantages whilst at the same time demanding more time and
resources are utilised to complete the research. The author contends that within the research the quantitative data
will be complemented and enhanced by the use of a qualitative approach.
2:3 Data Collection Methods
Research data was collected using a number of tools available to the author within their chosen approach, in
particular, the use of questionnaire, focus group and the use of interview within the focus group, in particular the
semi-structured model of interview, which the author will consider more fully further on in the work. The author
decided upon the use of interview as a means to gain insight into the subject by questioning and offering the
opportunity for participant interaction and development of and sharing of authentic experience and perception.
For the same reason the author settled upon the use of Questionnaire and Focus Group as central to the eliciting
of valid and authentic material and data leading to clear insight and meaning from and of the material presented.
Central to any research and investigation, for the author and for the work was the element of participation. Therefore
this chapter outlines the methods that best served and suited the needs indicated by the research and offers a
rundown of the histories of the various methods, their genesis and the advantages and disadvantages that are
indicative to their practical application in research.
2:4 Research and Approaches:
To carry out effective investigation of a topic area there is a need for primary research to be conducted. The methods
employed to carry out this research involve both primary and secondary research, primary research being contained
within the Methodology and Findings and secondary research contained within the Literature Review.
For Hall and Hall (2004:5) social research could be best defined as, ‘the purposeful and systematic acquisition and
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presentation of information about social issues” For Denscombe (2003:3), writing on the topic of research it was
important to realise “There is no one right direction to take’. Denscombe went on to argue that some strategies were
better suited than others for tackling specific issues” (2003:3)
Bell offers the following for consideration when she states, “We all learn to do research by actually doing it but a
great deal of time can be wasted and good will dissipates by inadequate preparation”. (2005:1)
Research, therefore can be determined as having purpose, reliant upon systems and strategies and proper
presentation that in turn will ensure the preparation of an effect body of work. In doing so, Hall and Hall argue that,
“it aims not simply at description, but rather at analysis to develop explanations of social life and organization that
go beyond the obvious and commonplace and stand up to critical examination” (2004:6).
2.5.Action Research.
The above method of research can be described as an active investigation;
Kurt Lewin, who is credited with coining the phrase, defines action research to mean, “A form of research that
generates knowledge claims for the express purpose of taking action to promote social change and social analysis”
(Greenwood & Levin, 1998:6). It may more authentically be termed a strategy as opposed to a method or technique.
Denscombe determined the aim of action research as, “to arrive at recommendations for good practice that will
tackle a problem or enhance the performance of the organization and individuals through changes to the rules
and procedures within which they operate” (2002:27) He, Denscombe defines four main characteristics, of action
research, “practical, involving change, a cyclical process and one that involves participation” (2003:73-74)
For Patton evaluation includes, “any effort to increase human effectiveness through systematic data based enquiry…
When one examines and judges accomplishments and effectiveness, one is engaged in evaluation” (1990:1)As with
action research, evaluation, it can be argued, has a level of similarity in that its results are intended to be used and
applied.
Cohen and Manion (1994:192) describe it as, “Essentially an on the spot procedure designed to deal with a concrete
problem located in an immediate situation. This means that ideally the step-by-step process is constantly monitored
over varying periods of time and by a variety of mechanisms (questionnaires, diaries, interviews and case studies
fore example) so that the ensuing feedback may be translated into modifications and adjustments, directional
changes, redefinitions, as necessary so as to bring about lasting benefit to the ongoing process itself rather than
some future occasion”
For Denscombe, “Social researchers rarely, if ever, rely on one approach to the exclusion of the other” (2003:231).
This view is supported by Creswell, “The situation today is less quantitative versus qualitative and more how
research practices lie somewhere on a continuum between the two”. (2003:4).
2.6.Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches.
The approach we take to our methodology in turn determines the various tools that we can make use of in our
practical analysis and presentation of information relating to our primary topic of research. There are two generally
practiced and accepted methodological approaches within the social sciences; quantitative and qualitative.
The quantitative is best characterized in terms of numerical measurement and analysis whereas the qualitative
approach is associated with words and aims in order to gain insight. Quantitative study, according to Creswell
(1992:2), “is an enquiry into a social or human problem, based on testing a theory composed of variables, measured
with numbers and analysed with statistical procedures in order to determine whether the predictive generalizations
of the theory hold true.”
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By using a Quantitative approach, a researcher can obtain statistics that for Denscombe “provide the analysis
with an aura of scientific respectability”. (2003:264): with quantifiable data, a shorter term of time is necessary in
which to obtain analysis and this can be presented in tables and/or charts in which the findings are more clearly
communicable.
Methods for collecting/collating research can have a qualitative and/or quantitative approach. Quantitative data
collection methods enable researchers to make analysis of large amounts of raw data through the use of statistical
manipulation techniques. This proves particularly valid when generating information on societal trends and patterns.
When quantitative research is applied to the study of people it may be viewed as too removed and detached, and
possibly too clinical a method to enable individuals to perceive their own lives and how they are in the world. For
Bryman (2004:4) this meant, “Ignoring and riding roughshod over the fact that people interpret the world around
them”.
For Denscombe (1998:204-05) there were clear advantages and disadvantages to adopting a quantitative approach.
In terms of advantages, Denscombe identified the following, Scientific, Confidence and finally Measurement,
offering the following breakdown and explanation of each. Scientific -Quantitative data, contends Denscombe,
lends themselves to various forms of statistical technique. The analyses appear to be based on objective laws
rather than the values of the researcher.
In addressing Confidence Denscombe believed statistical tests of significance give researchers additional credibility
in terms of the interpretations they make and the confidence they have in their findings. Finally Denscombe
turned his attention to Measurement which he saw as showing that analysis of quantitative data provided a solid
foundation for description and analysis, interpretations and findings, at least in principle, can be checked by others
for authenticity. Denscombe then presented what he believed to be the disadvantages of Quantitative Data.
In terms of Quality of data he argued that Quantitative data are only as good as the methods used to collect them
and saw it is a matter of “garbage in, garbage out” Technicist, he argued, presented the danger of researchers
becoming obsessed with the techniques of analysis at the expense of the broader issues underlying the research,
data overload-large volumes of data can start to overload the researcher. Finally, with False Promise he believed
the analysis of quantitative data, in some respects, was no more neutral or objective than the analysis of qualitative
data. Denscombe (1998:205).
Some theorists would argue that in social research these two methods should not be combined); others might
argue that good research involves using both. Bryman (2004:4)
Bryman (2004) agrees with this interpretation. “Qualitative research tends to be concerned with words rather than
numbers, but three further features are particularly noteworthy: an inductive view of the relationship between
theory and research, an epistemological position described as interpretive, (concerned with interpreting actions
and beliefs of others from their point of view in order to reveal their reality.) and an ontological position described
as constructionist.
Denzin and Lincoln (1994) define qualitative research as, “multi –method in focus, involving an interpretive,
naturalistic approach h to its subject matter”. Qualitative researchers it can be said are concerned with the study of
material within its natural context. Such researcher seeks to interpret the meanings individuals themselves apply
to experiences or trends.
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Denscombe (1998:209) felt it was important to acknowledge the impact of the researchers own identity, value and
belief system on such research. They “play a role in the production and analysis of qualitative data”.
It is important therefore for the researcher to be aware and declare values, social backgrounds, political or personal
viewpoints which may have cause to influence data produced through this research method. This offers validity to
the preservation of the authentic nature of the study.
2.7. Triangulation
Triangulation centres upon what is termed a multi method or multi-layered approach described by Millar as, “The
combination of different methods, methodological perspectives or theoretical viewpoints”. (2003: .326) The most
common form of triangulation is deemed to be a combining of quantitative and qualitative approaches.
For Hall and Hall triangulation, “Is argued to give researchers greater confidence in their findings if they are supported
by the use of different methods which result in the same conclusion”. (2003:98-99). They seem to suggest that the
weaknesses of one approach are negated by the strengths of the other.
Bryman would argue that there will and should be discrepancies between any approaches or differing methods and
should be expected. (1998:134)
2.8. Research tools
Questionnaires: The rationale for the use of questionnaires according to McNuff et al (1996:98) lie in their ability to,
“find out basic information that cannot be ascertained otherwise and to evaluate the effect of an intervention when
it is appropriate to get feedback in another way.”
For the purposes of this research a quota sample was made use of in order to select the respondents that best
conformed to the working criteria of the research. Denscombe felt that, at it most basic level, the questionnaires
purpose is to “collect information which can be used subsequently as data for analysis”. (2003:144). So what is
a questionnaire? A questionnaire is a list of questions relating to the research topic that are given to persons to
complete.
There are of course advantages and disadvantages to the questionnaire as a tool as indeed, there are advantages
and disadvantages to any research tool or method. It must be noted that they are a means to an end and not an end
in themselves.
In relation to the research a sample group of five young people, under supervision completed and critiqued a
questionnaire prepared by the author. Following on from their feedback an initial one hundred survey questionnaires
were issued through youth authorities, organisations and forums through five wards with eighty returns. This was
followed up by fifty more detailed questionnaires to five youth units and from this there was a 70% uptake and
return. These are considered in more detail further into the study.
2.9. Advantage versus Disadvantage
The advantages were presented as, Economical, can gather information from large groups of people in short space
of time. Data can be analysed quicker as they tend to have pre-coded questions. The disadvantages though, it was
suggested, could lead the respondent to become frustrated and abandon process as pre-coded questions do not
invite detailed answers.
Clear concise questionnaires with quantifiable fixed questions do not allow for exploratory investigation. For O’
Leary,” the survey approach has been criticized for being superficial in its treatment of either complex or sensitive
areas of research.” (Cited in Miller and Brewer 2003:303)
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2.10. Design of Questionnaire.
Hall and Hall (2004:112), Bell (2005:136) see the design of a questionnaire as complex, more than just coming up
with a list of questions, whereas in Denscombe’s world Questionnaires tend to be “one offs”. There is, therefore a
lot of pressure to get it right the first time (2003:146), “the successful use of questionnaires depends on devoting
the right balance to the planning stage, rather than rushing too early into distributing the questionnaire”. (2003:146)
The researcher must be clear when it comes to determining the purpose of the questionnaire, considering within
the structure of the questions what they need to know and what techniques and methods they will employ to
draw these answers out. In the light of the data, the researcher must be clear as to how the data provided will be
effectively analysed.
In relation to wording, where children and adolescents and young adults are involved in the process, great care
should be taken over phrasing and forming of the question. For O’Leary and Dowd’s, “the safest way to proceed is
to pitch the language usage at the lowest common denomination; that is, word the questionnaire with your least
literate respondents in mind”(as cited in Miller and Brewer, 2003: 252) Whilst this suggestion make seem insulting
or initially cause the author or reader to baulk there is a need to ensure comprehension and understanding of
process among participants and correspondents making this a practical and effective approach.
On from this of course is the importance of wording in establishing what can be termed appropriate and sensitive
language. The author sought here to ensure that people of differing abilities, could easily access and understand
the language utilised within the questionnaires presented to them for consideration.
Questions come in two formats, namely open and closed. The use of closed questions permit the respondent to
choose an answer from either a category or list whilst the open question as suggested leaves the respondent the
freedom to elaborate thus providing detail and insight to the researcher. Of course closed questions are short and
easy to answer looking for nothing more, at times than a brief yes, no or maybe. Further advantage in the use of the
closed question is how easy and quickly analysis can occur.
The drawback in using closed questions centres on the fact that they do not permit the respondent any freedom of
expression of opinion or any presentation of the unique view or perspective as they may be omitted by the use of
provided category.
For Denscombe (2003:156), the advantage of the open question,’ is that the information gathered by way of
responses is more likely to reflect the full richness and complexity of views held by the respondent” In that, however,
the open question may prove more difficult to code, analyse or compare. In this, of course, the open question
requires more attention to detail and by the respondent completing it.
For this research the author created an open ended questionnaire with respondents given the freedom to add to the
structure as they saw the need to do so. In this way the questionnaire allowed for thought and process development
on an individual basis.
2.11. Semi Structured Interview
A valuable tool in the field of social research is the interview. Denscombe referring to it as an “information gathering
tool”, states that it, “lends itself to being used alongside other methods as a way of supplementing their dataadding detail and depth” (Denscombe 1998:112)
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Denscombe further views the interview, in terms of follow up to a questionnaire as the opportunity to flow on from
“some interesting lines of enquiry researchers can use interviews to pursue those in greater detail and depth.
(Denscombe:1998:112).
The semi structured interview allows for more flexibility with the introduction of further questions along the way.
Although the interviewer may have a clear list of issues to be addressed and questions to be answered, Denscombe
states that, “the interviewer is prepared to be flexible in terms of the order of topic consideration and in providing
the opportunity for the interviewee to elaborate and develop discussion and ideas and to consider and speak on the
issues over a wider basis”. (Denscombe 1998:113)
Lindlof and Taylor (2002:195) cited in http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Semi Structured Interview, state that it is
beneficial for the interviewer to have prepared an interview guide which is a, “grouping of topics and questions that
the interviewer can ask in different ways for different participants”. In this way and through this practice, it could be
argued, the answers will remain open-ended with a great emphasis on the role and interaction of the interviewee.
(Denscombe 1998:113).
For this rationale, the author felt that the place of the semi structured interview was beneficial and indeed pivotal
to this particular piece of research. The technique was used with a sample section of correspondents and proved
valuable in terms of results. These will be more widely considered within the findings and analysis of the work.
2.12. Focus Groups:
It was Merton, who with two students, Kendall and Fiske published the Book, The Focused Interview (1956), who
coined the phrase focus group. The focus group was much used as a tool in market research (Puchta and Potter
2004:5) and by 1984 Morgan and Spanish had published an article on the subject, highlighting such groups as
a method of qualitative research. The focus is a research approach by which a group of individuals can come
together and discuss the topic of research and importance in a structured manner in an agreed social environment.
Haralambos saw their value in that they “can be used to extract simple factual information from people. They can
be used to ask people about their attitudes, their past, present or future behaviours, their motives, feelings and other
emotions which cannot be directly observed”. Haralambos (1991:737)
The focus group was employed within this research with the young people who were the core participants and was
used to sift out and explore the issues pertinent to their experiences and lives within the rural environment. Each
group numbered five. The author also stressed and ensured that confidentiality would be paramount in order to
assure the respondents.
The author also felt that the number chosen would offer adequate and ample opportunity to analyse and compare.
The author made his choice by picking every third person involved in the research.
The focus group sought to offer an authentic representation of their sense of neglect by the youth service in
addressing their very real needs and aspirations. It was utilised in assisting to draw out the participants experience
and perceptions of life in rural communities and the real effects this has had on their personal and social development.
The use of focus group and interview were appropriate and beneficial due to the overall structure and the relevance
of the information that flow from them.
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The author was mindful in the use of focus groups, as Denscombe puts it, “Speakers interrupt …and talk
simultaneously” (Denscombe 2003:168). This is particularly true of young people whose excited engagement
means one needs to ensure that all voices are heard and all participants given the opportunity to contribute lest a
gem might be missed from a quiet engager.
Further to this was the real possibility that outgoing characters could dominate the conversations and discussions.
In choosing an experienced moderator for each group the author sought to minimize any drawback to their effective
use. Each group lasted two hours with appropriate breaks available and all physical needs considered.
2.14.Reliability and Validity
Judith Bell contends that, “whatever procedure for collecting data is selected, it should always be examined critically,
to assess to what extent it is likely to be realistic and valid” (Bell 2005:117)
The author concurs with Denscombe assertion that reliability refers to the question of whether,” the research
instrument is neutral in its effect and consistent across multiple occasions of its use”. (Denscombe 2007:206)
The author sought to ensure that the material contained within the questionnaire was neutral, with respondents
encouraged to add whatever they thought of value and authenticity that was not contained within the agreed
structure of the questionnaire.
With validity making reference to any credible conclusions and results that may emanate from the research the
author found himself in agreement with Denscombe’s assertion that, “validity means that the data and the methods
are ‘right’. In terms of research data, the notion of validity hinges around whether or not the data reflect the truth.
Therefore validity as it pertains to qualitative research, it could be argued, “is a matter of being able to offer as sound
a representation of the field of study as the research methods allow.” (McNaughton et al 2001)
The author therefore views this research project to be credible and can evidence validity and saw their role as an
objective observer and evaluator ensured an absence of bias and strove to ensure the validity of an impartial study.
2.15. Sampling
Bryman contends, “the need to sample is one that is almost invariably encountered in quantitative research”
(2004:86). The reason lies in the overwhelming size of the prospective research population. Sampling permits the
author to collect data from a lesser portion of the population in the belief that resultant information may apply to
the whole population.
Whilst we may not at any point assume such a position, sampling techniques assist us in our ability to represent
and increase the level of validity we can attach to our research.
As mentioned earlier, for the purposes of this research the author made use of a sample population of twenty
six varying in age up to eighteen, believing as Robson puts it, “the larger the sample, the lower the likely error in
generalizing.”(2002:261)
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2.16. Ethical Consideration
Clearly no piece of research can exist without the involvement and goodwill of the participants, the ability to form
strong working relationships and a sense of moral and ethical authority and responsibility. Central to this, McCauley
would argue is, “ethical responsibility, integral to the research topic and to research design and planning” (cited
in Miller and Brewer, 2003:95). Awareness of possible ethical dilemmas is vital to the author’s ability to address
them, in particular ensuring no harmful effects to the respondents and participants and to ensure that all necessary
permissions are sought and fears or concerns allayed. Denscombe calls on authors and researchers to, “respect
the rights and dignity of participants” and, “operate with honesty and integrity” (2003:134). The author wishes to
state clearly that in terms of this research project, there was neither deception nor misrepresentation and this will
be apparent within the presentation of the findings and analysis. The author ensured that the use of material was
based upon the permission of the contributors and the highest degree of confidentiality and respect was afforded
to all involved.
Summary:
The section has included an overview of research methods and discussion contained therein and has outlined the
techniques and tools used by the author in pursuing the research topic the discussion of strengths and weaknesses
of the methods and tools utilised and has ensured that the author has become informed of and open to advantages
and disadvantages of all methods and tools and has adapted them accordingly to ensure maximum congruence
and authenticity of research and evaluative results.
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Chapter Three:
Findings Discussion and Analysis
Findings, Discussion and Analysis:

“Those who are usually voiceless or are used to others being
a voice on their behalf, have the opportunity to be their own
voice. In that process of speaking and being listened to, people
grow”.
Fr. Peter Mc Verry S.J.
Stories of Struggle and Solidarity (2006)
3.1. Introduction to Findings.
Background:
The stated purpose of this research was to consider, explore and discuss the isolation and perceived neglect faced
by young people living in rural communities around East Inishowen and the consequences of their experience of
neglect from statutory bodies and of a youth service that has effectively failed to address or meet their needs. The
lack of ownership in and of their own community and the sense of frustration and lack of opportunity that forces
them to leave their own shores to release and realise their own potential.
The function and purpose of this research subject was to primarily assess how isolation and lack of services and
access to services affected the daily lives and the ability of these young people to grow and develop at a personal
and communal level.
Throughout the study the author has sought to ensure that all participants had an authentic and congruent
opportunity to voice their views, opinions, feelings, perceptions and experiences and that as such within this
process their own voice was heard.
Within this chapter the author presents the key findings that evolved from the research; in doing so the author
sought to focus upon and explore the personal and collective experiences of the participants who engaged in
the research and sought to investigate how life in rural communities, the lack of prospective opportunity to grow
develop and meet needs and aspirations affected them on a daily basis and how it affected community cohesion
and growth.
On from this the author sought to explore the blocks to meeting of need and the resource deficit experienced among
young people; how might this then be addressed thus permitting a move forward for those affected by such a deficit
and by the geographic isolation of their communities.
In doing so the author sought to acknowledge the authentic experience of the participants and to present a window
into their experience and the lack of engagement at any meaningful level of statutory agencies in the lives of rural
youth. The purpose was to highlight the need of effective intervention and to look at the strengths and weaknesses
of provision as experienced by young people.
This research is predicated upon the belief that what youth work is about, is, as started by Paulo(2002) “enabling
young people to gain a voice, influence and a place in society in a period of transition from dependence to
independence”.
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The study is of course limited in scale and the author recognises this. Never the less the author contends that the
material and findings contained within are authentic and are the conclusions of disciplined research and interaction
with all participants.
It is of importance that in considering the research and the findings drawn from it, through the use of careful analysis,
that the work should be regarded as an honest endeavour on the part of the author to report and feedback the views,
perceptions, experiences and opinions of the participants. As such the author will begin with a presentation of
contextual data with regard to participant breakdown, gender, age and background.
The author has kept as his maxim in pursuing this research that in the design of any questionnaire or in any
engagement in or through focus group and interview system, there is an incumbent responsibility on the author to
ensure that they are carried out with a clear reference to the stage of analysis that consequently follows on. Quite
simply, any data collected by the process must be suitable to the analytical method employed or, in real terms, it can
be of no valid use to the research being carried out.
3.2. Geographic Perspective:
Geographically the respondents were drawn from across east Inishowen and they are as follows:

Location: Community Audit Questionnaire.
Greencastle:

Quigley’s Point:

Moville:

Muff:

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

15

13

14

21

21

19

9

Unknown:

Total

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

7

2

1

61

61

Total respondents: 122
3.3. Walking Against the Wind- Initial Assessment:
“Change requires significant leadership at all levels…..locally and nationally…….internal and external champions and
role models are required. These leaders need to share a vision of what improved services and reports for children
and young people will look like” Better Outcomes, Brighter Futures 2014-2020: 36
5 national outcomes for children
and young people in Ireland
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As observed earlier in this document, The Government of Eire have set out five national outcomes for children and
young people in Ireland. These outcomes influenced and informed Walking Against the Wind, in their entirety.
In doing so and to ensure the programme engaged young people at a realistic and congruent level the facilitators
considered the following criteria as essential to the organic process of development that led to the programme.
They centre around the theme of resilience:
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As mentioned at the outset of this work, the Walking against the Wind project was based upon a partnership approach
between young people from East Inishowen under the auspices of Moville and District Family Resource Centre
under the guidance of Michael McDermott the Community Development/Outreach Worker. It was a programme
designed to challenge, to draw out leaders from among youth itself and to make them a stone in the shoe of those
charged with looking to their needs, aspirations and futures. Here then was a very real move to hold Government,
local, national and European to account and to ensure the promises they have made are kept. As observed in Better
Outcomes, Brighter Futures,(2014:66) “child or young person’s sense of wellbeing is fundamental to their ability to
function….meet the demands of everyday life. Importantly, wellbeing drives better learning attainment. Social and
emotional wellbeing includes the ability to self-regulate, to have empathy and to be emotionally resilient”.
With this in mind and central to the programme was, our young people partaking in reciprocal visits from youth
groups from Finland to Moville and a visit from a small group of youth ambassadors from Moville to Finland.
Those who represented the East Inishowen group were part of the original presentations and workshops, the initial,
secondary questionnaires respondents and those who continued on the programme of leadership and community
based symposiums and discussion groups. The reasoning behind these links was to give our youth an opportunity
to see what can be done when the voices of youth are recognised and given validity and influence and a place at the
table of decision making. They eventually were interviewed for their place on the trip after an exhaustive programme
of voluntary engagement.
As set out in the original proposal, the aim of Walking against the Wind was “To enable and empower young people
from East Inishowen to actively engage at a local, regional, national and European wide level in order to explore
contributory factors to positive and personal growth and development within a rurally isolated environment.”
Consequently the Objectives were set out as follows
• To assert an awareness within the participants of their rights, roles and responsibilities at a local, regional, national
and European level in order to promote and facilitate the following:
• Explore how Isolation in a Rural Environment affects the growth and Opportunity for development in young people.
• Equity, diversity and opportunity.
• Promotion of fairness and community tolerance.
• Encouragement of personal, communal and universal potential of young people.
This assessment is twofold: it is a consideration and analysis of the process of engagement of young people in East
Inishowen, numbers involved in survey and responses, the workshops and symposia held to gauge interest and to
determine the chosen Ambassadors for the Inishowen visit to Finland: Further to this, to determine the numbers that
would remain committed to the development of the world café conference and on from that the interest in becoming
members of Youth fora and management committees in order to invest and influence the decision making process
with the authentic voice and concerns of youth.
3.4. The workshops
Walking against the Wind evolved through group discussion, identification of need and a hunger to do something
different, effective and long term in order that young people from East Inishowen might become actively engaged
and part of the process of developing their communities and districts based on learning and experiences attained
by their European experiences. So what then informs Walking against the Wind?
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3.5. Community Audit Participants: Minor School Based Questionnaire
12-14 yrs.

14-16 yrs

16-18 yrs

18-21 yrs

Total

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

19

19

15

23

23

20

3

0

60

62

Total respondents: 122
3.6. Questions and Responses
The first question related to their geographic community and these results are detailed within the tables herein.
2. Are you currently enrolled in any courses through your local community centre(s)?
A yes or no response was required and the breakdown was as follows:
YES

NO

Male

Female

Male

Female

12-14yrs:

4

6

13

14

14-16yrs:

3

0

17

20

16-18yrs:

4

2

18

18

18-21yrs:

0

0

3

0

Total;

11

8

51

53

Responded yes: 19
Responded No: 10

3. How do you currently hear about courses and activities that are being run in your local community?
AGE

Facebook

Parish Bulletin

Word of Mouth

Text

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

12-14yrs.

9

8

4

5

10

6

5

1

14-16yrs

9

13

8

11

8

14

2

0

16-18yrs

14

7

5

6

11

15

2

1

18-21yrs

2

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

AGE

Centres Website:

Centres N. B

Local paper

Other:

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

12-14yrs.

0

1

2

3

6

1

4

1

14-16yrs

0

0

3

1

4

6

3

4

16-18yrs

2

1

0

0

6

2

4

3

18-21yrs

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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It is interesting to note in response to this question, that it requires an amalgamation of those using Facebook, text
and the Centre Website to place social media as the primary source of information for the respondents. Essentially,
Word of Mouth still trumps social media as the most effective method of requiring information, followed indeed by
the parish Bulletin, issued after Mass and Sunday Services by local faith communities on a weekly basis.
In terms of those who responded under, ‘Other’ there was a diverse series of other to contend with. Some cited
mothers as being the source of information, some friends and a number of respondents view the ‘Other’ category
as best summing up that they are not involved at all, at any level in sourcing information in their local community or
activities pertaining to it. So it seems, that whilst social media have a slight edge the results show that social and
personal interaction is the more effective method of information gathering.
Under the heading Provision for Young People respondents were asked:
1: Are young people attracted to engage and volunteer in their local community?
Please give reasons for your answer.

Female

Yes

No

Not sure

Depends

No resp.

Total

12-14yr

7

8

1

1

2

19

14-16yr

1

18

0

2

0

21

16-18yr

9

10

2

3

0

19

18-21yr

0

0

0

0

0

0
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The results from the male participants across the various age groups are fairly balanced in terms of the
affirmative and negative response to the question and there is no outstanding momentum toward one or the other
than an almost 50% swing toward the positive under the 14-16 yr age group:
Overall only 2 male respondents failed to offer any response to question 1.

Female

Yes

No

Not sure

Depends

No resp.

Total

12-14yr

7

8

1

1

2

19

14-16yr

1

18

0

2

0

21

16-18yr

9

10

2

3

0

19

18-21yr

0

0

0

0

0

0

A different picture emerges from female participants to this question. Whilst 12-14 yrs is again a fairly balanced
response with only a difference of one between yes and no and again with the 16-18yrs shares this outcome there
is, as with their male counterparts, a singular difference between the positive and negative under the 14-16 yr age
group with the negative response absolutely eclipsing then positive here in almost direct opposition to the male
respondents of a similar age.
Overall only 2 female respondents failed to offer any response to question 1.
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2. Are there any services or opportunities that would encourage you to engage or volunteer?
Again there was a variety of responses across the board of all respondents, male and female, some shared areas
and themes emerged in the results and are presented:
Across the male respondents over all age ranges a total of 7 failed to offer any response to the question.
Across the female respondents over all age ranges a total of 3 failed to offer any response to the question.
Male responses included: Drama club, 1, Gaming,1, Language skills 1, Competitions, 2.,
Travel 1.
Where respondents gave more than one response these are presented within the figures offered and these should
not be considered as commensurate to the number of respondents. Likewise this is the case with the results from
female respondents unless stated otherwise.
The higher responses were as follows:
Male
All ages

No Resp
7

Sports
9

Awards
4

No

Yes

20

2

Charity
1

Others
6

Total
47

Here the author notes that where the response was Yes the respondents did not specify or offer anything further
in explanation and in the main this was also the case where the respondents stated No as their answer.
Female responses included a number of different considerations and themes that would encourage them:
Cookery. 4, Beauty. 2, Art. 2, Dance,1., Awards.1. Another theme that emerged and was specifically mentioned was
community work. Award scheme specified was the Pope John Paul II Awards scheme facilitated solely by the
Roman Catholic Church.
The higher responses were as follows:
Female
All ages

No Resp
3

Sports
6

Awards
18

No
3

Yes

Com Wrk.

Others

13			

Total
43
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Sport plays a major role in youth development within any environment but is specifically acknowledged as, Youth
Work, in a rural environment. There are a lack of services and facilities available to rural youth in contrast to their
urban counterparts. Consequently, outdoor physical sports are readily available and in East Inishowen, these in the
main come under the auspices of schools, the Gaelic Athletic Association (herein referred to as the GAA) or soccer.
The lack of facilities locally witnesses the need for young people who wish to Box, engage in other sports, to travel
to other areas or towns, even into Derry and as the research will evidence, this provides its own difficulties and a
barriers.
Indeed, a number of respondents suggest that they would be encouraged if, “there are groups other than sports”.
Here the author notes that where the response was yes the respondents did not specify or offer anything further in
explanation and in the main this was also the case where the respondents stated No as their answer.
Overall the high number of negative responses to this question intrigues and worries the author. Is the malaise
and lack of willingness to engage or volunteer within the community so deep seated that, even when offered the
opportunity to suggest what might change their position intransigence remains. 20 male respondents and 18
female respondents have taken this as their primary position toward the question.
Whilst in the main the negative is offered without explanation there are a number of responses that explain further
the reason for their No. A number are offered here for your consideration.
“I don’t hear about anything that is going on”. Anna
“Not really anything I have an interest in”. Eimear
“Not really for my age” Proinnsias
“People genuinely don’t want to be known as weird so they avoid doing anything like that”. Megan
“No, I don’t really have time to engage in services or volunteer”. Patrick
Overall 22 males and 21 females replied in the affirmative offering a number of solutions and suggestions. Whilst
these mainly indicate what would draw them into engagement in the local community but few offered a sense of
what might them actually volunteer. This is the main is covered by those who responded with Community work.
Over both genders 10 people chose not to respond to this question.
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3. What attracts you to your local community?
In response to this the following emerged: it is not surprising in a rural community that here some of the male
responses identified farming,2. But as will be evidenced is how vital scenery and environment were to respondents
both male and female across all age groups. Here, too friendship, friendliness and community emerge as the prime
reasons of attraction to the local community, coupled once more, unsurprisingly with sport and education.
Where respondents gave more than one response these are presented within the figures offered and these should
not be considered as commensurate to the number of respondents. Likewise this is the case with the results from
female respondents unless stated otherwise.
Farming 2, Youth club 2, Church 2, Fun Activities 6. Others 1.
Male:	No Resp.	Nothing.	Sports. Family.	Educ.
Fr’ship.	Comm.	Scenery.
12-14: 1.
1. 		
8. 		 0. 		 4. 		
8.
5.
1.
14-16: 1.
1. 		
4. 		 0. 		 2. 		
2.
3.
2.
16-18: 1.
3. 		
3. 		 0. 		 1. 		
4.
5.
5.
18-21: 0.
1. 		
0. 		 0. 		 0. 		
0.
1.
2.

Facilit.
1.
3.
3.
0.

Art.2. Dancing.3. Other.3. Where they live.3. Others. 2.
Female: No Resp.	Nthing.	Sports. Family.	Educ.
12-14: 1.
0. 		
0. 		 0. 		 0. 		
14-16: 1.
1. 		
2. 		 3. 		 0. 		
16-18: 3.
3. 		
1. 		 0. 		 0. 		
18-21: 0.
0. 		
0. 		 0. 		 0. 		

Facilit.	Activity	Total:
2.
0.
19
0.
5.
29
0.
4.
28
0.
0.
0.

Fr’ship.	Comm.	Scenery.
7.
4.
4.
7.
8.
3.
2.
8.
7.
0.
0.
0.

Farm.	Total:
2.
31
0.
20
0.
25
0.
4.

Here, again both sets of figures highlight difference influences and priorities to both genders. Youth club and church
do not appear here for any of the female respondents, fun activities makes an appearance for male respondents at
a healthy 6, whereas female respondents specifically highlight where they live as an influence and attraction with
a score of 3.
Scenery looms large for both male and female respondents as an attraction to their local community and indeed
some stated the obvious point that they were not attracted to it they just live there.
Community is a major influence for male and female respondents and this is encouraging, where the community
is presented as inviting, friendly and important. This is suggestive of young people who may, because of this feel
more open to investing and remaining in their local community and environment. This respondent sums up this
sentiment “the people are welcoming and friendly and encouraging to young people”. Gillian.
Another simply responded, “the people”. Caoimhe.
Education holds an importance to male respondents but not appear at all here with any of the female respondents.
We might theorise that this may be based on the predominance of a patriarchal influence where the male, in this
environment still receives preference over the female as is often the case in rural environments, where the rights of
the female gender do not receive the same primacy of importance as their male counterparts.
Over both genders there was 7 who failed to respond to this question and 6 who believed that nothing available that
attracted them to their environment and those that responded others did not specify what other was.
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4.Do you think your voice is heard?
Male responses:

Male

Yes

No

Sometimes

Not sure

No resp.

Total

12-14yrs

4

11

2

0

0

17

14-16yrs

4

10

1

2

2

19

16-18yrs

8

8

1

1

0

18

18-21yrs

1

2

0

1

0

4
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Female responses:

Female

Yes

No

Sometimes

Not sure

No resp.

Other

Total

12-14yr

3

12

1

0

3

0

19

14-16yr

1

18

2

0

0

0

21

16-18yr

2

12

2

1

1

2

20

18-21yr

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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The author will not insult the reader’s intelligence; clearly the resounding response across the age ranges and
genders to this question is No. 32 Female respondents to 6 who respond Yes, 32 Male respondents to 16 who
responded Yes. They have clearly said no they do not feel they are heard. Herein lays the crux of both this research
and the programme it evaluates from which these responses emanate.
In a population of 10,032 people young people make up 1657 of that population. Let the author be clear, that figure
of 1657 are actually aged between 16 -29 years and do not take into account children from 0-14 years old, of which
there are quite a number, as evidenced through this research.
If these are the next generations to take ownership yet feel they are not heard or their views and opinions taken into
account where do they find their value and place? Indeed it was interesting for the author in reading all responses
that it was suggested by respondents that other than this research, their opinion had never been asked for or sought
out!
“They ignore it” observed Shaun, to this question. They refer to adults and decision makers.
Caoimhe believes, “not really, as a younger person, I feel as if my opinion is often overlooked”.
Matthew relates the belief that, “seeing as I am not very active, I don’t think my voice is ever there to be heard”.
Others say they have never tried, whereas Clodagh suggest that, “young people don’t really have a voice in the
community”.
Oisin posits the opinion, “sometimes”, whereas Mairtin is vehement when he states, “No because I am not an adult
and people don’t usually listen to children, young adults”.
Of the small number that said Yes, as with the greater number that said No, their responses are a flat Yes or No,
without further explanation or thought.
Ryan responded, “I get my point across”, whereas in answering in the affirmative Anthony observed, “yes, I’m quite
loud”.
Other than this, the author must inform, they struggled to find reasons or explanations for most of the responses
positive or negative.
Over all ages and both genders 6 respondents did not respond to this question.
If the voice of youth is ignored or worse silenced in any community, how well are young people prepared and willing
to take the reins when the time comes? If we do not acknowledge, their voice, their opinions, their rights, will they be
there at all when the time comes?
5. What are the reasons that young people cannot attend local provision or youth/community programmes?
The responses were again varied. Again the author will tabulate the responses with greater numerical significance
but here are some others.
Busy,1, Xbox, 1, Too much attention to Socialising, 1. Lack of variety,1. Lack of Effort,1. Fear of judgement/isolation
2. Not cool,1. Non Specific for Teens,4. Social Media, 1. Fatigue,1.
Others will add to patterns and threads already emerging, coalescing around sport, education and time itself.
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Male Responses:

Across the Age groups:
Football (10) Lazy (5) Age (7) Don’t want to (8). Education (13) Busy (2) Distance (11)/ Transport (12) Other plans
(8).
In relation to a number of the themes:
Football refers to those already engaged in football and therefore cannot give time to any other provision available.
Likewise Education came into its own as been given primacy and importance by a number of the male respondents
(13) thus precluding any other activity or involvement.
Distance and Lack of Transport again raise their heads in greater numbers this time. Lack of infrastructure and
public transport make engagement a challenge if not, at times, nigh on impossible for a number of correspondents.
They correspond in terms of numbers also with transport just edging it 13 to 12.
Other plans (8) also plays a role in curtailing engagement.
Laziness (5) is a refreshingly honest response and it is not often that people will own to such a sentiment in a public
survey. Never the less, other responses preclude us from buying into any stinging stereotypes where children and
young adults are concerned.
Here too, the author wishes to highlight one of the lesser numerical themes that emerged through this research, fear
of judgement and a fear of isolation. As will be seen further into the research, these themes re-emerge coupled with
a sense of, if their friends and peers are not involved they are unlikely to be involved or to become involved.
Female Responses:
The responses were again varied. Again the author will tabulate the responses with greater numerical significance
but here are some others.
Friends not going,1. Variety,1. Social media,3., Cost,2. Fatigue,2. Job,1.
As above with their male counterparts, others will add to patterns and threads already emerging, coalescing around
sport, education and time itself.
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Across the Age groups:
Football is replaced here by sports (1). Laziness(2). Age (9), Don’t want to (3) Education (14) Time (15) Busy (5)
Distance (13) Non Responsive (3) Other plans (4)Transport (15) Variety (6)
Again education, distance and transport loom large as reasons of inability to attend or engage in provision of youth/
community programmes. These concerns and reasons must be acknowledged as major, particularly when any
provision is not always accessible or on one’s door step. Travel is an essential element for any young person from
a rural environment seeking to access programmes or courses. There is a very real need for governments, statutory
bodies and local communities to address these issues. Young people will go to where they can access provision,
opportunity, employment or better lives in general. If society does not present opportunity or a value top and in their
youth, such a society becomes a barren and lifeless entity from which people will move away not gravitate towards.
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6. How could provision be improved for you at a local level within your communities?
Again more numerically significant themes, as throughout this research are tabulated but here are a number of
other themes that have emerged to this question. Both within the and across both genders there emerged a plethora
of ideas for the improvement of provision.
More sport (3) Website (1) Fitness group (1) Competitions (1) Repeat Courses (1)Relevance (1) Doubt it can be (1)
Liaison with schools (1)Rewards/incentives (1)
Male Responses

Here the author notes that yet again the number of non-responsive are, significant across the age groups sitting
at 15. This is concerning particularly, as will become clear, when it is coupled with the number of non-respondents
across the female participants in this research.
Facilities also stand out and again are a re-emerging theme showing up across a number of the questions contained
within this research.
Communication and awareness come into view here also and both have been highlighted by respondents in answer
to earlier questions.
Volunteer programme emerges here in response to question 6 coupled to the idea of creating A Committee to pursue
and develop a voice and place for young people within the local and wider community. Some unique responses
included that of Ronan who declared, “get rich and then get more facilities” In a similar vein James observes, “More
funding, I think, from everybody who is really motivated to get people involved”. Ella suggests, “To reach out to
young people more through social media and to interest them with topics that are relevant”.
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Female Responses
Less homework (1) Meeting Place (1) Less homework(1)Share ideas(2)Younger participants(1)Swimming pool(2)
Inspiring speakers (1)Younger leaders (1) more Volunteers (1) No idea (1)

The author notes, with concern that the number of non-responsive is, significant across the age groups sitting at
20. The question of choice stands out from responses from female participants and this may well be pertinent in
the avenues of choice open to young female adults from a rural environment. They may perceive that they have less
choice than those enjoyed by their male counterparts or indeed their urban counterparts male or female.
The respondents do not share any of the same priorities to this question that their male counterparts did in their
response to it. There seems to be an apathy across both genders and all age groups if we take into account the level
of non-respondents numbering 35 in total.
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7. If you were a youth or community activist or leader what activity or programmes would you see as essential
provision to engage young people and keep them interested in the local community?
Male Responses:
Active games (1) Popular programme (2) Cubs/scouts (1) Games night (2) Fun things (1) Disco (1) Quiz night (1)
Exchange programme (2) Leadership Course (1) Fitness Programme (1) Community Action Group (1)

The level of non-responders here remains high, 12 in all over all male age groups. Football and sport remain high
responses here, in terms of essential provision but again the author suggests this may result from a lack of variety
of activity available to male and female respondents where the GAA and football clubs remain the stable physical
activity on offer to children and young adults.
Skills refers particularly to the development of a skills set that might enhance possibilities for growth, development
and employment for young people in the future. Coupled to this is that these skills would be developed and enhanced
over a number of tiers in ongoing programmes.
Engagement/Ask is again a reference to the involvement of young people in any forming, planning and developing
of services and programmes aimed at and for their age groups. The right to be consulted and involved has,
unsurprisingly developed over the duration of this process of evaluation and research and has come to the forefront
as of primary importance to children and young people in East Inishowen. Their desire to be involved and part of the
decision making process by these young people can only be dismissed an ignored at the peril of those that do so.
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Female Responses:
Tidy Towns (1)Trips out (2) Visit schools (1) First Aid (1) Debate and Discussion (1)Awareness (1) Water sports(2)
Business course (1) Overseas trip (1)Group Hub (2) Dancing (1) Music (3) Cooking (3) Movie days(3)

Fun Courses are placed forward as an essential for this group of respondents yet no one chooses to detail or
suggest what these activities might well be.
Fitness and Happiness activity is the theme and essential element that is a major factor for respondents across all
age ranges and this fits in with the fact that sport and football, as with their male counterparts, yet again, emerges
as the most essential activity for these age groups.
Beauty rears it head again in response to this question as a priority and essential. The desire for a youth club again
reappears as a necessity for young people.
As observed by the author earlier in this work, the right to be consulted and involved has, unsurprisingly developed
over the duration of this process of evaluation and research and has come to the forefront as of primary importance
to children and young people in East Inishowen.
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8. What do you do when there are no accessible programmes or youth provision in your area?
Male Responses
Play with friends (1) Don’t go (2) Play Station (3) Computer (1)Swim (1)Don’t Know (1) Not Involved (2) Other
Hobby (1) School work (2) Go elsewhere (1)

Staying at home when there is no accessible programmes or provision comes through as the preferred option
across the age ranges for male respondents.
Sport , again whether soccer or GAA comes once more to the fore for male respondents.
Derry the nearest large city to East Inishowen emerges as a popular option where no provision is evident and this
is mainly for the services on offer to their urban counterparts, such as cinema, bowling alleys, gyms and youth
centres. Again this poses something of a problem as Derry is a distance from most of the population centres of East
Inishowen and consequently the themes of distance and transport rear their heads again in relation to this.
Playing out, is a positive for the author as it suggests that outdoor activity remains a popular and necessary element
of life thus denting the image of young people as social media and game console addicts.
Research, is predicated upon respondents researching programmes and or provision in other areas that they might
avail of.
Female Responses
Make up (1) Go to Derry (3) Don’t know (1) Set up on e (1) Check out other possibilities (1) Other hobbies (1) Walk
(2)Leave until something comes up (1) Just accept it (1) Go on an adventure with friends (1) Play with Pet (1)
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Again, as throughout this research, sport, GAA and soccer loomed large in response to this question too. In common
with male respondents and again across a number of the age groups, female correspondents viewed sport as a
default activity when nothing else was open or accessible to them.
Staying at home,(8) was a response that scored highly and surprised the author as indeed was the response of
Do nothing, which at (12) was the most popular response to lack of accessible programmes or provision. This
perplexed the author as these found the majority of their support from the 14-16 and 16-18 age ranges.
Go to the nearest programme was a popular response (8) again highlighting that some respondents thought nothing
of travelling outside their own environment top access pertinent programmes and services. Whilst this is the case
the author poses the question, should they have to?
Go on the Phone(4) emerged here as a preferred activity. This phrase represents young people who access Face
Book or internet on their phone. In truth the author has been surprised by the lack of prominence of social media and
gaming in results to the research. The author must acknowledge though that this may be due to slow broadband
access a much as any other interest.
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9. Are you currently enrolled in any courses through your local community centre - if so –please provide details of
courses/centre.

Worryingly No came out as the resounding response to his question. (38) Respondents replied No. This was
followed by Non Respondents (7).
Sport again takes a prominent position in responses of male participants (11).
Female Responses

No scored a very high (50) right across the spectra of female respondents. This i9s in line with the male respondents
and the question must be posed as to why? Is this down to lack of interest, well that does not seem to tally with the
pattern of response contained herein? Is it down to lethargy, lack of capacity, lack of viable services and amenities
that would be appropriate to the age groups? I fear the later, in the main lies at the root of these responses.
Again is this a case of the view taken or the lot of the female gender in this particular rural environment? Are male
and female stereotypes so ingrained in East Inishowen with primacy of services or programmes coalescing around
male interests with female interests coming a poor and inconsequential second? If so this is a worrying truth that
needs to be challenged, addressed and forcefully overcome.
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3.7 Community Audit Participants Erasmus: Walking Against the Wind
Male 17 yrs. Female 17 yrs.
08. 		
05
Male 18 yrs. Female 18 yrs.
10 		
15
Male 19 yrs. Female 19 yrs.
6 		
10
Total: 22. 	Total: 25.
Total: 47 participants
Questions and Responses Community Audit Participants Erasmus Walking Against the Wind: Major interviews And
questionnaire.
“Experience is a matter of sensibility and intuition, of seeing, and hearing the significant thing, of paying attention
at the right moments, of understanding and coordinating. Experience is not what happens to a person; it is what a
person does with what happens to them.” Aldous Huxley
Walking Against the Wind has clear aims and objectives:” To create and develop effective and long programmes
term in order that young people from East Inishowen might become actively engaged and part of the process
of developing their communities and districts based on learning and experiences attained by their European
experiences”.
With a stated aim, To enable and empower young people from East Inishowen to actively engage at a local, regional,
national and European wide level at its heart, the facilitators and coordinator vigorously pursued and ensured that
the process was open to all and was a constant challenge to all who engaged and fully participated through a
process, that even as this research is completed has taken on a life and purpose and is actively ongoing through an
embryonic youth forum and focus group.
The objectives,1. To assert an awareness within the participants of their rights, roles and responsibilities at a local,
regional, national and European level in order to promote and facilitate the following,2.Explore how Isolation in a
Rural Environment affects the growth and Opportunity for development in young people,3. Equity, diversity and
opportunity that would lead to 4 and 5, Promotion of fairness and community tolerance and Encouragement of
personal, communal and universal potential of young people, were diligently and congruently developed.
As laid out those interested young people participated in a series of public events and discussion groups and the
hoped for 50 plus young people were easily and readily met, drawn from all areas of East Inishowen, from schools,
homes, work places. Consequently , this group met in small sub groups to discuss the aims agreed and to pursue the
development of a more active engagement within local decision making bodies and to create a functioning group
to inform any youth related issues in the East Inishowen community. The forum, which has developed from this
now pursues the focus of a World Café Conference to which, it is their intention to invite all local youth, interested
statutory, Voluntary and Community decision making bodies, local and national politicians in order to raise the
voice of concern and vision to a new level of consciousness.
This was further informed by the second and more detailed series of focus groups and interviews that came from
the original process of engagement and programme and it is interesting and important to present and consider
the findings here. The findings are of an amalgamation presented under the theme headings and under Male and
Female gender groups. A number of the responses to emergent themes are presented for consideration.
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The first three questions required responses based on a 1 to 10 scale, 1=low and 10=high
1. How would you rate your sense of belonging in your community?
Male Responses:

Female Responses:

Overall there is a very real sense of belonging across both genders although the majority sit at the half way point
which suggests a sense of identity and ownership whilst others fluctuate to just below or beyond this in terms of
response.
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2. How would you rate your involvement in your community life?
Male Responses:

Female Responses:
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3. How would you rate your understanding of citizenship and why?
Male Responses:

Citizenship:
Responses varied to this question but the average was toward 7 on the scale which shows a mature understanding
and developed sense of citizenship commensurate to the level of engagement.
Some responses in included, “I would not completely understand the meaning of citizenship in my community”.
Calum 18yrs
“To be loyal to your country, partaking in events that can relate to you”. Alan 19yrs
“I feel I do have an understanding of citizenship as I have an school perspective understanding”. Calvin 17yrs.
Female Responses:
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For Anna 18yrs, citizenship could be understood as a,” sense of belonging to a place and how active you are in your
home area/place/community”.
Bronagh responded, “ I would like to believe I am involved in my community but I don’t know what the question
means”.
“I understand that citizenship is belonging to a country that you feel you would do anything for”. Shannon, 18yrs
Respondents overall, showed a knowledge and understanding of the concept and reality of citizenship to differing
levels but a basic grasp of its meaning was evidenced.
4. How willing are you to engage in active citizenship in your community?
Male Responses:

“Highly willing”, Paul 18yrs
“Very willing- I would love to run different talks, events that would better the people in our community” Alan 19yrs
“Fairly willing to help out”. Peter 19yrs
“Wouldn’t have time”. Dean 19yrs
Female Responses:
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“I am very willing to participate”. Shannon 18yrs
“I am so willing to get involved in my community”. Bronagh 17
“ I would like to engage in active citizenship in my community”. Grace 18yrs
The responses across both genders are actively and enthusiastically positive from respondents eager and willing
to actively engage and participate in their communities.
5. How would you describe personal values and beliefs? What are they?
Male Responses:
There was a variety of responses here. And some are indeed presented verbatim. There was a very real understanding
of the nature of the question and some, in answering asserted the importance of personal values and beliefs. Values
and beliefs are our guide and compass from a moral and ethical, personal and social perspective are essential
elements in our approach to others and our wider community.
“..Everyone should be able to give their own opinions. ..I believe loyalty is the key for anything”. Peter 19rs
“I value myself as a valid part of my community”. Calvin
“..To stand up for people whose voice may not be heard? Be an advocate”. Alan 19
“I believe everyone should be trustworthy and Loyal”. Dean 17yrs
Female Responses:
Again, as with their male counterparts the responses varied but again evidenced understanding of the value and
nature of beliefs and value systems to the individual and the community. Here are a number of the responses.
“Education is important, we should have equal opportunities”, Niamh 18yrs
Grace, agreed continuing, “we should all be offered a voice to express our concerns”
“I think we should take every opportunity we are given and should be kind and inclusive at the same time”. Anna
18yr
6. Social and Community Action was not so understood as previous questions with responses such as, the following:
Male Responses:
“It is very important for a community like my own”, Paul, whereas Alan suggested that it meant “protests to stand
up for what they believe in and coming together as one”.
Niall 19 yrs. suggested, “It is when a group from the same community work together for a cause that betters the
community and the world”. He offers a wider definition moving it into the realms of how it might impact outside the
immediate community.
Female Responses:
Bronagh suggested that community action was, “about taking steps towards a goal”, whereas for Shannon it
represented,” the work people do in their community to try and improve how people see rural areas”.
7. Under the heading of Social Justice right across all age groups and genders the understanding was clear and
unambiguous. It sat at differing levels of consideration and maturity but was evident in responses.
Male Responses.
“When someone or a group feel something isn’t ethical even if it is lawful” Anon 19yrs
“About having equal rights and everyone gets treated the same, voiced Thomas , “and to address and educate and
not discriminate” enjoined Alan.
Female Responses:
“Equality, fairness”, Niamh
“Ensuring no one is discriminated against for unjust reasons and enforcing an equal society, Anna 18yrs.
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Health and Wellbeing:
Under the term, Hidden Needs, responses showed differing concepts and understanding.
One respondent wanted to, “Travel, whilst doing work with people, ensuring equality and diversity. I want to be able
to help people in need”.
Another, a young male in interview took up this theme but brought it to a local level, “I want better facilities in my
area to help those in needs”.
Other responses eschewed the communal nature of the term attaching it to themselves:
Calvin suggested, “I would like to be successful in life and not want to be put under any financial stress and provide
for myself”.
One young female respondent, Bronagh, took the long view, observing, “Honestly, my needs are to be involved. I just
want to make something out of my community not even for myself but the generations coming behind me”.
Under the theme of Taking care of the self, at physical, health and mental health levels some responses are very
honest and open. We return briefly to our last respondent Bronagh.
“I try my hardest. But with nothing to get up and do other than work and volunteer it seriously affects my mental
health”.
Young people’s mental and emotional health is a barometer for how they view their place and value in a society and
community. It gives an indicator as to the services available and the active opportunities open to young people in
a rural environment, It is suggested that young people aged 12-25 have the highest prevalence of mental illness
across their lifespan. Mental Health services in Ireland and rural Ireland in particular need a transformational
change and a greater degree of financial investment and human resources invested into assuring access to mental
and emotional health professionals specifically trained and aim to address youth need in this area.
Living in a small community argues Grace, “can often feel like a bug under a microscope”.
Niamh makes the pertinent observation, “realistically, if Moville didn’t have the resource centre the young people
would be lost”!
Each area and country suffers from the dark pall of suicide. Rural areas are not immune to this. In 2015 26 people
took their lives through the act of suicide in Donegal. The HSE (Health Service Executive) viewed the death rate as
an, ‘Epidemic’, if we take road deaths this number is twice what road deaths were in Donegal over the same period
of time. In fact Donegal was the first Irish county to develop a Suicide Action and Prevention plan.
Other respondents highlighted sport and the rejection of, ‘harmful substances,’ as ways in which they keep
themselves active and aware. “I study health sciences so I know that health is important”, states Alan. The obligatory
and expected one worded answer ,”yes” rears its head again here without any further or specific explanation. Male
respondents were more likely to present their commitment to physical health as a means to improve their mental
health, with one telling the author, “I train 7 days a week. Very good physically and mentally”.
Goals Gifts and Qualities that you bring to your community:
For the author and facilitators of both surveys and interview streams this was viewed as an important element.
If one can get young people to consider and reflect upon what they bring to the community it can have a positive
effect. The author sums the effect up as follows, “Self-Awareness, leads to self-confidence, which leads to self
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respect which leads to self-understanding to self-esteem which leads to self-actualisation”. Young people become
energised and more effective when they themselves are aware of their giftedness, capacity and value.
Some respondents bemoaned the small nature of their environment and the lack of opportunity. One observed, “I
don’t think I’d like to raise a family in this community because there aren’t many opportunities to develop as an
independent young person and when people are conservative and not open to new things.”
This succinctly sums up the urgent need to hear the voice of young people before there are none left around to hear
and a community consequently dies.
Others suggested that they bring, “trust and Love”, and in terms of relationship, “everyone ...deserves a relationship
either sexual or friendly just for someone to talk to”.
Relationship developed as a major theme with some sharing the sentiment of Dean, “I’m single, until I feel a person
is right for me”.
Others construed a different emphasis from this theme viewing relationships as an opportunity to, “make as many
friends as possible, maybe romance but hope not to stress over people that drag you down”.
Some alas had, “no expectations”.
Family was highlighted by a large number as a gift from which their other gifts flowed. A number believed they brought
hope to their community for the future. A number suggested education, openness and empathy would permit them,
as Grace observes to “create a healthy environment and helpful community for myself and my daughter”.
Learning and Development:
A number of themes emerged from consideration of the above. In terms of learning and development in particular a
number of interviewees across both genders shared the feeling summed up by Bronagh when she observed, “I feel
like the resource centre has taught me so much and helped me develop personally, hugely and I want everyone in
the community to have that option”.
A number of others were of the opinion that travel was essential to their personal learning and future development.
Niamh saw the opportunity to travel as an opportunity to learn, suggesting” to explore different cultures and
countries and to learn”.
Learning and development had a plethora of meanings for a number of the male respondents; for Dean he viewed
himself as, “learning and developing every day, in sport and in doing a catering and hospitality course”.
Another, Peter, saw advantage and value in “being able to learn different skills from other places outside the
community and being able to use these skills for jobs”.
For the majority of respondents and interviewees, future skills set and employability were priorities. It was observed
that studying abroad would, “allow me to bring back what I have learnt and make a difference in my home patch”.
There were observations on education in the Republic best elucidated by Shannon, “I think the education system in
this country is not at its best. If you do well everyone in this community knows about it but also if you fail the whole
town knows your failure”. Moving out beyond their local environment held opportunity for others too who wanted
to,” do work in global development and equality around the world”.
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Creativity also became a popular consideration and in particular for a great number, “to create new ideas for the
young people in my community”.
Others viewed the creative gene as important based on socio-economic concerns: “it is very important for people
living in disadvantaged areas to be creative, it was observed, “to help them when they leave to go to college or move
away”.
The community and its unmet needs loomed large for respondents one whom stated,” I would love to push that
creativity into projects for my community”.
As mental health and wellbeing emerged earlier and as sport and fitness were major influences and impacts on
earlier respondents in this work, health and fitness remained to the fore here and for some from a competitive
sports perspective saw the value in,” be at my healthiest and fittest all the time”.
Others viewed being healthy and fit as advantageous for long life and as necessary components for their own”
wellbeing”.
Some merely shared the aspiration to, “keep a healthy lifestyle both body and mind, eat good food, get enough
exercise”. Indeed this was coupled tightly to ensuring the positive promotion of mental and physical health across
the board.
Spirituality was a running theme too: Such considerations helped a number of respondents to, “grow hugely offering
faith in humanity again and hope within”. Having a spiritual nature and dimension was viewed as, “important, to be
creative, to make them into a better person”.
One respondent saw their role,” to make sure that everyone including myself knows they have the freedom to be and
believe whatever they feel is right”.
Dreams and Aspirations are essential to growth and to the passion of and for life and they too found a prominence
for these respondents. A major dream for many was to, “have a happy family”, to be, “financially stable” and to have
a “healthy life”.
For some their dream moved beyond the personal to the communal and the societal, having aspirations for the
future of their physical environment. “I dream”, said one,” that Moville will be a town full of successful people and a
place that people admire. I would love to be able to make a difference in the lives of young people”.
“ A steady job” and “kids”, were favourite aspirations and dreams as was travel and personal success.
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Chapter 4: Post Hoc Ergo Propter Hoc.
4.1 Contribution, Conclusion and Finally:
There is an underlying desire to contribute. It is a great positive to a community that youth seek to be engaged, to
give of themselves. It is of great frustration to young people that they are thwarted in their attempts to do by events
or organisations or people so ingrained in protecting their silos of influence and their socio political fiefdoms, that
young people feel the need to move out and move on in order to actively and validly pursue a vision of social and
community activism elsewhere. East Inishowen, whether Moville, Muff, Greencastle or elsewhere suffers from this
insular attitude and it needs to be challenged and changed. This will not do, else East Inishowen faces the continued
haemorrhaging of its young people to other places and continents invariably never to return.
When respondents voice the wish to, “help out with the community and young people”, they should be enabled and
empowered to do so. When they acknowledge that,” my contribution to the local community is small but would hope
to make a bigger contribution in the coming years”, they should be encouraged to do so , with every latitude to do
so pursued and opened for them.
As one respondent stated, “It is time for youth to have a say”.
A recognition of ability and skill in our youth is essential. When the question was posed what skills or qualities do
you bring to your community respondents were eager to share that they brought, Commitment, team work skills,
dedication. Others voiced the ambition, “always to be involved-motivated”, a number highlighting the Leadership
Level 3 course they completed through Moville and District Family Resource Centre as evidence of their commitment
to offer leadership within their own communities.
When young people respond in numbers with gifts such a fun, creativity, leadership adventure, wonder, love,
compassion and listening, we can be commanded to listen and we ought to be excited and we ought to facilitate
their values, vision and give them the right to shape, make and pursue a nations future. As Robert Kennedy observed
in apartheid ridden South Africa in the 1960’s,
“Each time a man stands up for an ideal, or acts to improve the lot of others, or strikes out against injustice, he
sends forth a tiny ripple of hope, and crossing each other from a million different centres of energy and daring those
ripples build a current which can sweep down the mightiest walls of oppression and resistance.”
Our youth, boys and girls, young men and young women demand the right to be seen and heard and they are
impatient to begin. They are angry, they have a right, they have a voice! It is time that it was heard. They are standing
up and they will be counted for as one respondent asked to sum up their impact on the future said, “I could enrich
people’s lives”.
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Afterword and Recommendations:
Have you ever tried to walk into a wind? It is a favourite activity of this author and it has been the lot of our youth to
do so. It is walking into an invisible immovable force that attempts to push you backwards taking steps away rather
than steps towards your journeys end. Walking against the wind is a challenge and to push and press on in the face
of an invisible enemy shows courage, determination and ability.
In October /November a group of 22 young Finlanders and 3 leaders travelled to Moville, hosted by Michael and the
young people engaged in programmes through Moville and District Family Resource Centre. The focus of the visit
was to share life experiences with each other and to become aware of how their counterparts lived their lives and
what was open to them. As part of the Walking Against the Wind Project it was a great success.
The lack of government investment in youth services and facilities was noted by our Finnish ambassadors and yet
the welcome and the fact that young people here made the visit a success by ,”making use of what they have around
them”, impressed the visitors greatly and they left with a renewed respect for young people from East Inishowen.
The theme of Youth Guarantee was introduced by the visitors to young people in East Inishowen. The Youth
guarantee. A programme actively pursued and funded through the Finnish Government, it is enshrined in law and
based on a Public-Private-People-Partnership model where, “young adults themselves are the actors, responsible
for their own future”. It is a primary goal of Finland’s government.
Through the promotion of inclusion the guarantee has three strands:
1. Help young people back into education, training or employment.
2. Develop youth services to promote social inclusion.
3. C
 reate a context for collating feedback from young people how the services work for them and how measures
adopted function and in addition, what needs to be improved.
4. C
 oncrete examples of the approach- every U25 as well as graduates an employment, a study place, a place in on
the job training or in a rehabilitation programme within three months of becoming unemployed.
In February, Michael, Sandrine and Four youth ambassadors, Dean, Allaire, Ryan and Calum went to Helsinki on a
reciprocal visit and were amazed at the facilities and the programmes available to their counterparts. Apart from
the extreme cold, with Helsinki in the grip of snow and below freezing temperatures, the visit opened the eyes of
our young people. What became clear as Ryan observed on return was, “our lack of things”. He compared the youth
centre to the facilities at home, going from a bank of fifty computers in a suite in a facility in one corner of the
venue that could hold upwards of thousands of young people to the office of MDFRC which was packed with three
computers and five people.
The group attended a youth conference with an international dimension whilst in Helsinki. What surprised them
apart from upwards of 8000 participants on the day they were present, was the fact that this was a local conference
not a national event. Activities, focus groups, the opportunity to join in and have discussions, to meet young people
whose voice was heard, not only heard but heeded and acted upon.
“We have nothing”, seems to have been the observation of the group on being interviewed when they returned. They
suddenly realised they have been working with very little in terms of resource and opportunity and they now want
that to change. They have found their voice and they will be heard.
This research, undertaken with young people was to ensure that an authentic opportunity to speak was offered
to explore their needs, wants, aspirations, hopes, frustrations and their solutions. It also considered what impact
another lost generation might have on East Inishowen and the impact that our young people would have wherever
they went.
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Young People recognize and understand there is a need to be self-aware and to be considered in
their expectation of their rights. These rights are universal and a as follows
• A right to feel safe:
• A right to our feelings
• A right to desires and dislikes
• A right to respect from ourselves and others
• A right to decide how far we meet the expectations of others
• A right to form, express and develop our own opinions.
• A right to change develop and grow.
They have a right to talk, to be heard, they have a right to respect, a right to good emotional and mental health
and good emotional and mental health services in their community. They have a right to succeed, a right to make
mistakes, a right to encouragement and they have a right to be engaged.
Here then are their recommendations:
They call for the following as a matter of urgency.
1. That these rights are recognised and respected
2. More and substantial funding to be provided as matter of urgency.
3. T
 he development of a hub, which they suggest come under the auspices of Moville and District Family Resource
Centre, which they identify as the only place and organisation that has thus far listened, heard and provided
challenging and affirming programmes, such as Leadership, community involvement, active training that builds
job skills and tool sets that will be transferable and fit into the development of employable skills.
4. T
 he development of a drop in centre, for young people, staffed by young people, based on the needs of young
people.
5. M
 ore opportunities for discussion and active engagement with and on committees locally to ensure a youth
dimension is taken into account.
6. T
 hat as their flag bearer and supporter that Moville and District Family Resource Centre make the decision to
ensure that two space are afforded and ring fenced for youth representatives in order that the needs of young
people are congruently and openly understood and taken into the account.
7. T
 hat Moville and District Family Resource Centre adopt a policy of encouraging partner organisations to create
the role of youth liaison officer, to be drawn from local youth, to inform best practice in relation to young people’s
needs and aspirations
8. T
 he creation of a youth forum to become a pressure group and focus to channel the views and opinions of young
people.
9. T
 hat Walking Against the Wind is developed into a long term programme, central to which is a corridor of travel
based on the opportunity of trans national placements for young people from partner countries and organisations,
culminating in an annual Conference based on learning, experience a need and facilitated and presented by
young people and their peers.
The author suggests that in order to address and diffuse tensions that seem to exist in permitting young people
their say and their invaluable right to involvement and engagement in the decision making process there is a
responsibility to look beyond just the provision of youth facilities and to look at the introduction of community
wide initiatives also. In doing so, the author suggests that with all age groups drawn together, they will come to
the realisation that to some degree, they all share and experience a level of isolation and exclusion. Surely this
realisation would have a positive effect and an equally positive response leading to a shared sense of community,
ownership, participation and responsibility.
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The author argues that a sense of social justice is needed in considering the responses to this research. Social
justice is a vital and non-negotiable component in any approach to any given situation of neglect and need. As
such the author contends that it must form the basis of any move toward equity, diversity and ownership within our
communities.
The author leaves this research with one final wish for the young people whose voices resound through it and
whose hopes and aspirations are invested in it.

MAY THE ROAD RISE UP
BEFORE YOU
AND MAY THE WIND
BE ALWAYS
AT YOUR BACK.
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